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GENERAL PROCEDURES AND STRUCTURE
GENERAL PROCEDURES AND STRUCTURE
The activities of the AICPA are varied and categorized by areas of interest 
to its members. Most of these activities are conducted by or under the supervi­
sion of committees. Currently, there are over 150 committees, task forces, and 
boards. To avoid overlapping or duplication of effort and to maintain con­
sistency in general policies, it is essential for all activities to be coordinated as 
effectively as possible. This manual sets forth the structure of the Tax Division 
and procedures to be followed to effectively coordinate its activities.
DIVISION ORGANIZATION
The Tax Division consists of AICPA members who have joined by appli­
cation and payment of dues. Individuals are, in turn, appointed from the 
membership to serve on the various subcommittees and task forces of the 
division. Thus, the Tax Division consists of the AICPA members who have 
elected to join the division, and appointed executive committee, constituent 
subcommittees, task forces, and the AICPA Tax Division staff.
Objectives
The Tax Division serves the interests of the accounting profession in the 
area of taxes. These interests include the efforts to—
• Help Congress and the federal administration develop a fair, effec­
tive tax system.
• Develop appropriate tax policy positions for the accounting 
profession.
• Provide guidance on good standards of tax practice for CPAs.
• Protect the right of the CPA to engage in the practice of taxation with­
out encroaching on the rights of others.
• Inform the public of the CPA’s role in tax practice.
• Assist CPAs in the area of tax practice management.
• Maintain and improve the quality of tax education for CPAs.
• Publish studies that contribute to the general body of tax knowledge.
• Hold semiannual division meetings to share the tax knowledge of 
practitioners.
• Maintain harmonious relations with state societies and other organi­
zations in the area of taxes.
• Underscore the preeminent role of CPAs in taxes and heighten the 
reputation of the profession as a whole.
• Provide an opportunity for a large number of AICPA members to 
participate in tax activities and to provide them with information on 
tax developments.
• Motivate members to maintain a high level of performance in tax 
practice through increased association with their professional peers.
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AICPA Terminology
The Tax Division follows the AICPA organizational structure and termi­
nology detailed in the Committee Handbook that is distributed to all AICPA 
committee members. The following terms apply to the Tax Division as well.
Division. A division is the combination of executive committees, sub­
committees, task forces, and staff having responsibility for a major area of 
activity and assigned divisional status by the Chairman of the Board with the 
concurrence of the Board of Directors when required by the bylaws. (The Tax 
Division also includes AICPA members who have elected to join.)
Executive Committee. An executive committee is the standing parent 
group responsible for policy-setting in an area of activity that has been 
assigned divisional status. Executive committee members are appointed by the 
Chairman of the Board with the concurrence of the Board of Directors when 
required by the bylaws.
Subcommittee. A subcommittee is a standing group that may be entirely 
or partially composed of some of the members of the related executive com­
mittee or may be composed entirely of other persons. Subcommittees shall be 
appointed by the Chairman of the Board; however, a planning subcommittee 
may be appointed by the chairman of the related executive committee. The 
work of a subcommittee is subject to overall review by the related executive 
committee or committee.
Task Force. A task force is a group appointed to undertake a specific proj­
ect and will terminate on the completion of its assignment. It may be entirely 
or partially composed of some of the members of the related executive com­
mittee (or subcommittee) or may be composed entirely of other persons. A 
task force is appointed by the chairman of the executive committee, and reports 
to the executive committee or a subcommittee.
Executive Committee
The Tax Division Executive Committee has general authority to act in the 
area of taxes on behalf of the AICPA. It plans, initiates, supervises, and coor­
dinates all projects, programs, and activities of the division. The committee 
approves or disapproves all policy recommendations of the subcommittees and 
authorizes all statements made by the AICPA in the area of taxes.
The Executive Committee comprises a chairman and fourteen other mem­
bers. The Executive Committee is appointed annually by the Chairman of the 
AICPA Board of Directors.
The division vice president and directors have AICPA staff responsibility 
for the Executive Committee and have the privilege of the floor at its meetings.
Subcommittees
The constituent subcommittees of the division are identified in the back of 
the manual along with statements of their objectives and lists of their members 
with the assigned AICPA staff persons. To assist in coordinating the efforts of 
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the various technical subcommittees, sections of the Internal Revenue Code 
and related Treasury Regulations have been assigned. Each technical subcom­
mittee has general jurisdiction over tax legislation and administration within 
its assigned code sections.
Each subcommittee has a chairman and members. The chairman and sub­
committee members are appointed annually by the Chairman of the AICPA 
Board of Directors. The subcommittee chairman is to actively direct the work 
of the subcommittee with available staff assistance. The chairman has full 
responsibility for the completion of projects and for presenting them to the 
Executive Committee in final form. The chairman will follow up on the activi­
ties of the subcommittee and schedule as many meetings as may be required to 
complete assignments. The chairman should encourage full member partici­
pation in the activities of the subcommittee. When desirable, the chairman 
should recommend the establishment of task forces to handle special projects 
for the subcommittee.
Subcommittee members are responsible for attending all subcommittee 
meetings, for the timely completion of assigned tasks, and for suggesting items 
for consideration by the division.
A staff manager, supervised by a division director, has AICPA staff 
responsibility for each subcommittee. The responsible staff manager and divi­
sion director have the privilege of the floor at meetings of the subcommittee.
Task Forces
Task forces are appointed by the chairman of the Executive Committee to 
undertake a specific project of limited duration. Generally, task forces are 
established upon the recommendation of the subcommittee which has general 
responsibility for the area of work of the task force. A task force is composed 
of a chairman and members and is supervised by and reports to the subcommit­
tee that has general responsibility for its area of work. Task force members may 
attend meetings of the subcommittee to which the task force reports on the 
same basis as members of that subcommittee except that they do not vote. The 
AICPA staff member who assists the supervising subcommittee will also assist 
the task force.
Tax Division Members
In joining the Tax Division, AICPA members are given the opportunity to 
be associated with one or more of the subcommittees in which they may be 
especially interested. With this association, members so specifying will 
receive the agenda and minutes of those subcommittees and are welcome to 
attend the subcommittee meetings of their choice as observers. Votes on tax 
issues and subcommittee recommendations will be limited to appointed sub­
committee members. All members may participate: by suggesting matters that 
should be considered; by discussing various alternatives, ideas, viewpoints, 
and perceptions at the meetings; and by contributing to subcommittee projects 
from time to time. Accordingly, time will be set aside at each meeting for 
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comments from the floor by those members who are observing the meeting. 
However, subcommittee chairmen will have the discretion of expanding or 
limiting discussion at meetings in the interest of time constraints. Written com­
munication about subcommittee matters is also encouraged. All subcommittee 
correspondence will automatically be sent to volunteer members of the 
subcommittee, except for internal administrative material and government 
material with a request for limited circulation.
Division members should consider applying for subcommittee appoint­
ments of their choice. Recommendations for committee appointments will be 
made from the division membership. In appropriate circumstances, individuals 
who are not members of the AICPA may serve on the division as consultants.
Generally, the Tax Division follows the policy that appointed members 
should have a break in service after a three-year term, except in unusual cir­
cumstances determined at the discretion of the Executive Committee chair­
man. Therefore, no member should be continued on a subcommittee beyond 
three years or rotated after three years to another subcommittee, unless the 
individual is appointed to chair a subcommittee.
In addition, a member should not be appointed to a subcommittee after serv­
ing any prior term as chairman of that same subcommittee, except in unusual 
circumstances at the discretion of the Executive Committee chairman. (This 
statement does not apply to task forces.) This policy serves to provide opportu­
nities for more members seeking appointments to serve on subcommittees.
PUBLIC INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS
In accordance with the authority of the Tax Division Executive Committee 
to act for the AICPA in the area of taxes, it is essential that statements to all out­
side groups that may be attributed to the AICPA be reviewed and approved by 
the Executive Committee.
The basis of the Executive Committee authority is a resolution adopted by 
the AICPA Board of Directors at its meeting on July 13-14, 1970. The text of 
the resolution follows:
WHEREAS, the accounting principles board, the committee on auditing 
procedure (currently, the executive committees of the accounting and 
auditing standards divisions), and the executive committees of the divi­
sions of federal taxation, management advisory services, and professional 
ethics—herein referred to as “senior technical committees”—have been 
delegated authority by the Council of the American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants to make public statements in their respective areas of 
specialization in accounting; and
WHEREAS, many other committees, particularly those cooperating with 
government agencies and other bodies, are required to give consideration 
to accounting problems in their activities; and
WHEREAS, consistency in all public statements issued in the name of the 
Institute is obviously desirable.
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BE IT RESOLVED:
(1) No committee shall make public statements on accounting matters not 
yet covered by recommendations or pronouncements of senior techni­
cal committees without prior review by the chairman of the senior 
technical committee authorized to make such decision or by members 
of that senior technical committee whom the chairman may designate. 
The purpose of the review is to preclude public statements that may be 
inconsistent with those previously made or under consideration by 
senior technical committees.
(2) Subject to the limitation of paragraph (1) committees may confer or 
correspond with any appropriate party about technical problems, 
existing standards, recommendations or pronouncements of senior 
technical committees, and any other matters which the committee 
believes pertinent to the subject which it has under consideration.
Accordingly, without clearance from the AICPA Council or Board of 
Directors, the Tax Division is authorized to make public statements on matters 
related to taxes, including tax legislation, tax administration, statements on 
CPA responsibilities in tax practice, and information to assist CPAs in main­
taining and increasing their proficiency in taxes. All statements involving 
policy or technical matters issued on the authority of the division should 
clearly be identified as an AICPA position. Subcommittees must clear all 
policy recommendations with the Executive Committee.
The Government Affairs Committee of the AICPA has the authority and 
responsibility to review and approve all testimony intended for Congressional 
committees or subcommittees and all technical matters when those matters 
involve Congress or government agencies unless the President or the Special 
Assistant to the Chairman of the AICPA determines such clearance is not 
appropriate or necessary.
In accordance with this policy, Tax Division members should make clear 
that, in public addresses on tax matters, they are not speaking on behalf of the 
AICPA or its Tax Division unless all clearance procedures have been finalized.
All press releases and similar communications made on behalf of the Insti­
tute to reporters and financial writers shall be channeled through a division 
director, the Vice President-Taxation, or the Vice President-Communications 
for proper clearance.
DIVISION REPRESENTATION AND VOTING PROCEDURES
To fulfill its responsibility to comment for the AICPA on tax matters, the 
division has developed voting and clearance procedures to adequately repre­
sent the views of AICPA members.
.01 Positions taken on tax matters by the division become the official posi­
tions of the AICPA or reflect on the division’s reputation as proponents for a fair 
and effective tax system. Therefore, division members are serving the entire 
profession and must place public interests above self or specific client interests.
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.02 Where a motion proposes a policy position for the division, it must 
be approved by both the responsible subcommittee and the executive commit­
tee. The chairman of the body considering the motion is authorized to deter­
mine whether or not the motion proposes a policy position for the division. To 
consider a motion that proposes a policy position for the division, a quorum 
of two-thirds or more of the total membership of the body must be present. If 
a quorum is present, a favorable vote of two-thirds or more of those present, 
but not less than a majority of the total membership of the body, is required to 
carry a motion.
.03 In appropriate circumstances, the Executive Committee is authorized 
to act without prior subcommittee consideration. Such circumstances might 
occur when severe time limitations exist. The chairman of the Executive Com­
mittee is authorized to decide when such appropriate circumstances exist. The 
Executive Committee may also act alone in its capacity as adviser on Institute 
matters when it has been directed by the AICPA Council or the Board of Direc­
tors to review a proposal.
.04 It is generally desirable to have the benefit of open committee discus­
sion prior to voting on issues. However, where necessary for timely action or 
where deemed appropriate by the chairman of the Executive Committee or 
subcommittee, individual polling of members by mail or telephone may be 
used. When a telephone poll is conducted, a conference call should be utilized 
if feasible. To the extent possible, the appropriate subcommittee chairman 
should be a party to such conference call. A motion that proposes a polity 
position must then be approved by a vote of two-thirds or more of the total 
membership of the body. When this procedure is used, issues must be clearly 
specified and sufficient information provided to allow members to vote in an 
informed manner.
.05 Where it is helpful to comment, and time constraints do not permit 
or circumstances do not require an official policy position of the AICPA, the 
chairman of the Executive Committee may authorize use of the following 
procedures:
• Comments should be developed by subcommittee and task force 
members or other appropriate groups for submission to govern­
mental agencies or congressional committees.
• Such submission should identify the subcommittee or task force 
members responsible and be approved by the applicable subcommit­
tee chairman. Full subcommittee review and approval would also be 
appropriate if time permits.
• Such submission must be approved by the chairman of the Executive 
Committee and two or more members of a submissions review work­
ing group, composed of Executive Committee members and the 
AICPA Vice President-Taxation.
• Such submission must make clear the level of authority represented 
in the document. This should be accomplished by attributing the 
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comments to the subcommittee, task force, or other group which 
prepared the comments. If it is not otherwise clear, it must be stated 
that the submission does not necessarily speak for the entire AICPA.
.06 If the division has approved a policy position that is the subject of 
proposed legislation, comments or testimony may be given subject to the 
approval by the chairman of the Executive Committee. However, under such 
circumstances, where feasible, a draft of such comments or testimony should 
be circulated, in advance, to other members of the Executive Committee.
.07 At its discretion, the Executive Committee may also submit a pro­
posed policy position to the members of the division for an “advisory poll” 
before final action is taken.
.08 The Tax Division is also involved in a program of publishing a series 
of Statements on Responsibilities in Tax Practice. Such statements must be 
approved by two-thirds or more of the full membership of the Subcommittee 
on Responsibilities in Tax Practice and two-thirds or more of the full member­
ship of the Executive Committee.
AICPA STAFF
The AICPA staff, under the direction of the Vice President-Taxation, shall—
1. Carry out the general policies of the AICPA.
2. Assist with the work of the division in general.
3. Make recommendations of appropriate activities for the division.
4. Alert the division to situations warranting attention, including pro­
posed legislation and regulations.
5. Maintain liaison with Congress and the administration, with state 
societies, and with various tax-oriented organizations.
6. Represent the division when authorized by the chairman of the 
Executive Committee.
7. Make meeting plans and arrangements.
8. Assist in the preparation of agendas and minutes of meetings.
9. Complete other tasks as assigned by the chairman of the Executive 
Committee or the executive staff of the AICPA.
10. Provide information to Tax Division members on division activities 
and serve their needs.
11. Publish a quarterly newsletter.
TAX LEGISLATION MATTERS
Tax Legislative Studies
The division studies areas of the Internal Revenue Code for possible 
recommendations for major and minor revisions. Major studies have included:
• Alternatives to the Present Tax System for Increasing Savings and 
Investment
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• A Proposal for the Complete Revision of Subchapter S Corporation 
Provisions
• Recommendations for the Complete Revision of Subchapter K
• Fringe Benefits: A Proposal for the Future
• Tax Recommendations to Aid Small Business
• Underreported Taxable Income: The Problems and Possible Solutions
Tax Legislation Liaison
The staff, along with the Tax Legislative Liaison Subcommittee and the 
chairman of the Executive Committee, maintains a liaison with Congress in 
an effort to learn of developing legislation and to be prepared to comment 
effectively on legislative proposals.
Meetings are scheduled as needed with members and the staff of the con­
gressional tax-writing committees to discuss tax legislative issues of interest to 
the AICPA and to inform Congress of work in the area of taxes. Periodic meet­
ings are also held with members of the administration to assist in developing 
administration tax proposals.
Comments on Proposed Tax Legislation
The chairman of the Executive Committee usually represents the division 
before Congress. When the occasion warrants, other members of the division 
will be called upon to assist the chairman. The chairman can authorize tes­
timony bearing on technical aspects of proposed legislation based upon proce­
dures outlined under division representation and voting matters in paragraphs 
.01-.08. Except in unusual circumstances, the division will not testify beyond 
the technical aspects of proposed legislation, unless the testimony reflects 
positions that have been adopted by the division. The chairman is authorized 
to decide when the unusual circumstances are present and when the matters are 
technical in nature.
No individual or group of individuals is authorized to represent the divi­
sion (or any subcommittee or task force thereof) before Congress without the 
approval of the chairman of the Executive Committee. Firm affiliation should 
be excluded from testimony when members appear before congressional com­
mittees on behalf of the AICPA and should be provided orally only if 
requested. Likewise, no reference should be made to AICPA Tax Division 
affiliation when members testify on their own behalf or for their firm except 
as used in a list of credentials. The Vice President-Taxation will inform the 
Government Relations Division, in advance, of statements to be made to any 
branch of the federal government.
Where testimony on the policy aspects of proposed tax legislation is 
involved, the procedures outlined in paragraphs .02-.04 will be followed. 
Where testimony relates to the technical aspects of proposed legislation, the 
procedures outlined in paragraphs .10-.16 below should generally be applied.
Comments on proposed legislation are normally submitted to the congres­
sional committee considering the bill, to the staff of the Joint Committee on 
Taxation, to key administration officials, and to other interested parties.
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TAX ADMINISTRATION MATTERS
Review of Proposed Regulations
An important part of the division’s work in tax administration is the review 
of proposed regulations. The following procedures are applied.
.09 After staff review of all proposed regulations, those that may be of 
interest are sent to the appropriate subcommittee chairman by the AICPA staff. 
Subcommittee chairmen review the proposed regulations and notify the staff 
as to whether or not the division should submit comments. If comments are to 
be submitted, a coordinator and two reviewers will be selected by the chair­
man. If comments are not to be submitted, the chairman is to briefly indicate 
to the staff, in writing, the reasons for not commenting.
.10 The staff will send copies of the proposed regulations and assign­
ment letters to the reviewers and the coordinator. The assignment letter will 
contain a reasonable timetable for the completion of the review procedures and 
the timely submission of comments. Copies of the assignment letters will be 
sent to all members of the subcommittee. If any member of the subcommittee 
wishes to assist in developing comments, he or she may send comments to the 
coordinator by the appropriate due date for assigned reviewers.
.11 The reviewers should determine if the proposed regulations contain 
the following:
• Requirements not supported by statutory authority
• Errors in statutory interpretation
• Points that are unclear or ambiguous
• Omissions
• Aspects which could be modified to aid in tax administration
• Other matters that deserve comment
.12 Each reviewer should prepare comments in the format shown in 
appendix A and submit copies to the other reviewer, the coordinator, the sub­
committee chairman, and the responsible AICPA staff members.
.13 The coordinator should review the proposed regulations in the man­
ner prescribed for reviewers, consolidate and edit the reviewers’ comments, 
and submit copies to the reviewers, the subcommittee chairman, the chairman 
of the Executive Committee, and the staff person assigned to the subcommittee.
.14 The subcommittee chairman should edit and review the work of the 
coordinator, and thereafter should submit a final copy of the proposed com­
ments to members of the Executive Committee, the reviewers, the coordinator, 
and the staff person assigned to the subcommittee.
.15 Members of the Executive Committee should review the draft com­
ments and make any appropriate comments to the chairman of the Executive 
Committee and the Vice President-Taxation. This review must be completed 
within five days of receipt of the proposed comments from the subcommittee 
chairman.
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.16 The AICPA staff will prepare a final version of the comments based 
on the decisions of the Executive Committee and will obtain the approval of the 
chairman for submission of the final version to the Internal Revenue Service. 
The staff will also distribute copies of the comments to division members and 
other interested parties.
.17 If the proposed regulations are of such importance that testimony 
should be delivered to reinforce written comments, the subcommittee chairman 
should inform the staff person assigned to the subcommittee in a timely man­
ner so that a request to testify can be submitted. The chairman of the executive 
committee, or an appointed designee, will testify on behalf of the division.
Review of IRS Rulings
Each technical subcommittee is responsible for reviewing published Inter­
nal Revenue Service rulings within its assigned code-section areas. No formal 
review and comment process applies to these rulings, but if an appropriate 
ruling comes to the attention of the subcommittee, comments may be devel­
oped in a manner similar to that used in developing comments on proposed 
regulations.
In addition, each technical subcommittee should prepare recommenda­
tions of issues that should be the subject of a published ruling and consider the 
development of a draft ruling for submission to the IRS National Office.
Review of IRS Regulations Projects List
Periodically, the division reviews the list of IRS regulations projects to 
determine if it believes the priorities of any regulations projects should be 
changed and to determine if any projects should be commented on before issu­
ance of proposed regulations.
In those areas in which regulations guidance is particularly needed, 
recommendations should be prepared (generally, in question and answer for­
mat) for submission to the IRS National Office.
Review of Tax Forms
The Tax Forms Subcommittee meets annually with the staff of the Tax 
Forms Coordinating Committee of the IRS. At this meeting, the subcommittee 
presents its annual report of recommendations for revision of tax forms and 
their related instructions. The report is intended to assist the IRS in developing 
tax forms that accurately reflect the tax law and are as simple as possible. Division 
members and state societies are requested to provide suggestions for the report.
The Tax Forms Subcommittee may request the assistance of the technical 
subcommittees in reviewing specific forms and instructions within their areas 
of responsibility.
Meetings With Treasury and IRS Officials
As needed, the division schedules meetings with various officials of the 
Department of the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service. These meetings 
are to discuss issues of concern to CPAs in tax practice and to the IRS. Division 
members are requested to suggest agenda items for such meetings.
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The AICPA staff, along with the Tax Practice and Procedures Subcommit­
tee, maintains a liaison with officials of the Treasury and the IRS in an effort 
to learn of tax administration developments and to be prepared to comment 
effectively on various administrative proposals.
Proposals for Revenue Rulings
Subcommittees will prepare suggestions for published revenue rulings to 
assist the IRS in identifying subjects of interest.
Because the Tax Division will be associated with these subcommittee 
proposals, Executive Committee members will have a two-week period in 
which to review any proposed submission. Publicity of the program should 
emphasize the project itself, rather than any specific recommendation.
TAX POLICY STATEMENTS
Tax Policy Statements are major statements of the Tax Division on broad 
tax policy issues. The purpose of these statements is to present the policy of the 
AICPA on tax matters of broad, general interest in a series of well-researched, 
clearly written documents. The development of the Tax Policy Statements is 
the responsibility of the Tax Policy and Planning Subcommittee working under 
the direction of the Executive Committee.
Procedures for Developing Tax Policy Statements
Because of their importance, the division has established the procedures 
in the following paragraphs for the issuance of Tax Policy Statements.
.18 At present, the technical subcommittees of the Tax Division have 
basic responsibility for the initiation of legislative proposals and for the 
development of comments on legislation proposed by Congress, the Treasury, 
and others.
.19 The recommendations and comments developed by the technical 
subcommittees must be approved as policy positions by the Executive Commit­
tee as indicated in paragraphs .02-.04.
.20 The Tax Policy and Planning Subcommittee may recommend the 
appointment of task forces assigned to undertake research and to prepare a 
position paper on an area of tax policy that the Tax Policy and Planning Sub­
committee and the Executive Committee agree that the Institute should 
address. The chairman of the Executive Committee will appoint the chairman 
and other members of a task force.
.21 In general, the procedures set forth in .18 and .19 above will be fol­
lowed, even though a task force working under the direction of the Tax Policy 
and Planning Subcommittee may be actively engaged in research on one or 
more subjects on which a technical subcommittee has adopted a position or is 
considering a position for approval by the Executive Committee. All technical 
subcommittees of the Tax Division will be informed promptly of approved 
research projects. There may be occasions when the Executive Committee 
decides that the final adoption of a legislative recommendation should await 
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the outcome of the research efforts of the Tax Policy and Planning Subcommit­
tee. Under such circumstances, the Executive Committee has sole authority 
for reaching a decision.
.22 The Tax Policy and Planning Subcommittee will consider completed 
position papers developed by the various task forces with the objective of 
recommending to the Executive Committee, upon approval as policy positions 
by the Tax Policy and Planning Subcommittee, the adoption of proposed posi­
tions on tax policy.
.23 Before final consideration of a recommendation proposed by the Tax 
Policy and Planning Subcommittee, the Executive Committee, upon approval 
as a policy position, will expose the proposed tax policy recommendation to 
the appropriate technical subcommittee for comment. It will also expose the 
proposed recommendation to all other members of the Tax Division, the Board 
of Directors, state society committees on federal taxation, and others as 
appropriate.
.24 Following exposure of a proposed tax policy recommendation, the 
Executive Committee will consider it for adoption. Approval by the Executive 
Committee, as a policy position, is required for adoption of the recommen­
dation.
.25 A position adopted by the Executive Committee resulting from a 
recommendation of the Tax Policy and Planning Subcommittee will remain in 
force and effect until such time as the Executive Committee determines that the 
position should be changed. In arriving at the decision that such a position should 
be changed, the Executive Committee will request the advice of the appropri­
ate technical subcommittee and the Tax Policy and Planning Subcommittee.
.26 Copies of Tax Policy Statements will be sent to all tax division mem­
bers and to appropriate government officials. All other members may obtain 
one copy of each statement on request.
STATEMENTS ON RESPONSIBILITIES IN TAX PRACTICE
The Tax Division promulgates a series of Statements on Responsibilities 
in Tax Practice that are intended to advise CPAs of the division’s opinion on 
what constitutes good standards of tax practice. The statements are advisory in 
nature and are not binding on CPAs, as are provisions of the law governing 
return preparers, rules governing practice before the IRS, and the AICPA Code 
of Professional Ethics.
Statements on Responsibilities in Tax Practice seek to delineate the extent 
of a CPA’s responsibilities to clients, to the public, to the government, and to 
the accounting profession. They consider the requirements placed on practi­
tioners by the federal government and the AICPA Code of Professional Ethics 
and, in light of these, present the division’s opinions about what constitutes 
good standards of responsibility in tax practice.
The purpose of the statements include—
• Identifying and developing appropriate standards of responsibilities 
in tax practice and promoting their uniform application by CPAs.
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• Increasing the understanding of the responsibilities of the CPA by 
Treasury Department and IRS officials and encouraging the devel­
opment of similar standards for their personnel.
• Fostering increased public compliance with and confidence in our 
tax system through awareness of good standards of tax practice.
The division is authorized to make such statements under its general 
authority to express opinions on matters of policy related to taxation. No other 
division or committee of the AICPA is authorized to express such opinions in 
the area of taxation.
Procedures for Developing Responsibilities Statements
Because of the importance of Statements on Responsibilities in Tax Prac­
tice, the division has established the following procedures for their issuance.
1. Development of subject. Appropriate subjects for the statements will 
be developed by the Responsibilities in Tax Practice Subcommittee of 
the Tax Division (hereinafter referred to only as the “subcommittee”).
2. Draft of proposed statements. The subcommittee will prepare the 
“initial draft” of any proposed statement, generally acting through 
subgroups.
3. Subcommittee approval of draft statements. The initial draft of a 
proposed statement requires the approval as a policy position by the 
subcommittee prior to submission for consideration of the Executive 
Committee.
4. Executive Committee approval of draft statements. The Executive 
Committee will review the initial draft of a proposed statement. If 
substantive changes are made in the draft, it will be referred back to 
the subcommittee for reconsideration with a report of the changes 
and the reasons therefor. This procedure will be followed, where 
necessary, for successive drafts of a proposed statement. Approval as 
a policy position by the subcommittee and the Executive Committee 
is required before a draft can be submitted for exposure outside the 
Tax Division.
5. Exposure draft. After appropriate approval by the Executive Com­
mittee, an “exposure draft” will be submitted for comment to the 
following groups and individuals:
a. Members of the Tax Division
b. Members of the Board of Directors
c. Members of the Council of the AICPA
d. Chairman of the Professional Ethics Executive Committee
e. State society committees on taxation, with information copies to 
state society presidents and executive directors
f. Institute’s legal counsel
g. Commissioner of Internal Revenue (for information only)
h. Director of Practice, Internal Revenue Service (for information 
only)
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6. Publicity for exposure draft. Concurrently with the circulation of 
the exposure draft to interested parties, notification of the progress 
of the proposed statement will be given in the Journal of Accoun­
tancy, the Tax Adviser, and the CPA Letter.
7. Comments on exposure draft. Comments on the exposure draft will 
be considered by the subcommittee. Revisions will be made when 
deemed appropriate and a “final draft” prepared. The final draft 
must be approved by the subcommittee as a policy position.
8. Executive Committee approval of final draft. The final draft, as 
approved by the subcommittee, will be considered by the Executive 
Committee together with all pertinent data, including comments on 
the exposure draft, and opinion of legal counsel. If substantive 
changes are made by the Executive Committee in the final draft, it 
will be referred to the subcommittee for reconsideration with a report 
of changes and the reasons therefor. Approval as a policy position by 
the subcommittee will be required for the Executive Committee to 
consider a “revised final draft.”
9. Published statement. After a final draft of a proposed statement has 
been approved as a policy position by the Executive Committee and 
the subcommittee, it will be deemed ready for publication.
10. Publicity and distribution of adopted statement. Statements on 
Responsibilities in Tax Practice that are adopted by the Tax Division 
will be publicized in the CPA Letter, the Journal of Accountancy, and 
The Tax Adviser. A copy of each statement will be distributed to all 
tax division members and to AICPA practice units. All other mem­
bers may obtain one copy of each statement on request.
11. Amendments. The procedures described for development of a new 
statement shall be observed in considering amendment of any state­
ment previously issued by the division.
Dissents
Any member of the subcommittee or the Executive Committee who votes 
against a final draft of a proposed statement will have the following three 
options if the final draft is approved:
1. No action may be taken, in which case the draft will be published as 
a statement approved as a policy position by the subcommittee and 
the Executive Committee, without reporting the specific vote.
2. Recognition of dissent may be requested, in which case the statement 
will be published with a note recording such member’s dissent from 
the statement.
3. Publication of the dissenting opinion may be requested, in which 
case a brief explanation of the dissent, supplied by the dissenter, will 
be published with the statement.
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DIVISION’S AUTHORITY TO INTERPRET GENERAL STANDARDS 
OF THE PROFESSION AS BEING APPLICABLE TO TAX PRACTICE 
Generally, inquiries from Institute members and nonmembers requesting 
clarification or interpretation of a published statement will be referred to the 
subcommittee for disposition. At the discretion of the chairman of the subcom­
mittee, its members or the Institute staff will be requested to draft replies to the 
inquiries.
The following statement was made by the AICPA Board of Directors at its 
meeting on May 8, 1981:
Inquiries have been raised as to the authority of the Federal Taxation Divi­
sion Executive Committee to interpret the general standards of the profes­
sion as they apply to tax practice. The answer is that it does have that 
authority.
The bylaws authorize the Council to designate certain committees as 
“senior committees.” There are presently twelve committees designated 
as “senior.” The Federal Taxation Division Executive Committee was one 
of the first to be so designated.
Council has designated seven of the twelve senior committees as 
“senior technical committees” authorized to make public statements on 
matters related to their area of practice, without prior clearance with the 
Council or the Board of Directors. The more than one hundred other 
AICPA committees report to the Board of Directors and any public state­
ments of these committees must be cleared by the board. Once again, the 
Federal Taxation Division Executive Committee was one of the first to be 
designated as a “senior technical committee” authorized to speak publicly 
without prior clearance.
Under the AICPA bylaws, these designations unquestionably make 
the Federal Taxation Division Executive Committee the Institute’s chief 
representative and spokesman on tax matters. Its authority to speak pub­
licly on matters in its area of responsibility without prior clearance is not 
diminished by the fact that it has not asked Council for specific authority 
to interpret general standards as set forth in Rule 201 or to establish stand­
ards under Rule 204.
The adoption of Rule 201 had no direct effect on the existing State­
ments on Responsibilities in Tax Practice or the ability of the Federal 
Taxation Division Executive Committee to continue the series by issuing 
additional Statements. What Rule 201 provided was a vehicle by which a 
committee could request designation so that its interpretations of the 
general standards would be enforceable under the Code. Its pronounce­
ments, however, are expressive of the best thinking of the only committee 
charged with representing the AICPA in the field of federal taxation. 
Further, no other body within the AICPA, save only the Professional 
Ethics Division, is authorized to interpret the standards of the profession 
as they relate to tax practice.
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RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITY OF THE TAX DIVISION 
AND THE PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING DIVISION
The Federal Taxation Executive Committee is the senior technical com­
mittee of the AICPA designated to represent the Institute on tax matters before 
any committee of Congress, other government bodies, and the public. With 
respect to all other senior technical committees, it has exclusive responsibility 
for technical tax and tax policy issues within the Institute. This includes, but 
is not limited to, development of and/or comments on tax policy matters; tech­
nical review and comments on rulings, regulations and legislation; tax 
administration matters; issuance of tax policy statements; statements of 
responsibilities in tax practice; and guidance on the practice of tax by CPAs.
The Personal Financial Planning Executive Committee has responsibility 
to provide guidance on the practice of personal financial planning by CPAs. 
Personal financial planning involves analysis of financial condition, cash flow 
planning, income tax planning, risk management, investment planning, retire­
ment planning, education funding, and estate planning.
The Federal Taxation Executive Committee shall have the authority to 
review and approve the tax aspects of any pronouncements, publications, or 
guidance by the Personal Financial Planning Executive Committee prior to the 
exposure of those statements to the membership or the public.
A liaison committee shall be established that consists of three members of 
each executive committee with staff from each division. This liaison committee 
is expected to meet at least semi-annually. If official positions, pronouncements, 
or publications developed by the Personal Financial Planning Executive Com­
mittee or Federal Taxation Executive Committee involve policy or technical 
issues which potentially overlap the authority of the other executive committee, 
the liaison committee shall seek to resolve any such conflicts, with such 
resolution reported to the two executive committees. Unresolved issues will be 
referred to the Board of Directors. One member from each executive commit­
tee will be designated to serve as co-chairman of the liaison committee.
The respective executive committee chairmen and the appropriate staff 
members will be included in the distribution lists by both divisions. Consider­
ation will be given to a liaison relationship between relevant subcommittees of 
the two divisions.
THE TAX ADVISER
The Tax Adviser is a monthly publication for tax practitioners published by the 
AICPA. The editor of The Tax Adviser is a member of the AICPA staff. The 
editor is assisted in planning and policy decisions, as well as in obtaining and 
reviewing articles by the Editorial Advisory Board of The Tax Adviser.
The Tax Adviser seeks to provide useful information for the tax practitioner 
at a sophisticated level and frequently reports on the activities of the Tax Divi­
sion. A subscription to The Tax Adviser is automatically included with Tax 
Division membership.
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Subcommittee Articles
To aid The Tax Adviser, each subcommittee within the division is responsi­
ble for producing and submitting to the magazine at least one article per year. 
While it is hoped that each of the subcommittees will accomplish this on a 
voluntary basis, subcommittee chairmen should assign members of their sub­
committees to meet this obligation in the event that no volunteers are available.
TAX DIVISION NEWSLETTER
The Tax Division produces a quarterly newsletter, written and edited by 
the staff, that is distributed to all members. Members are encouraged to con­
tribute either newsworthy items or practical advice to the staff for possible 
publication in the newsletter.
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FEDERAL TAXES
The Tax Division assists the Continuing Professional Education Division 
in conducting an annual National Conference on Federal Taxes to further the 
tax knowledge of CPAs. The conference generally addresses a major tax theme 
of current interest to CPAs and features individual speakers or panels that 
discuss important aspects of the theme. The emphasis of the conference is on 
practical planning suggestions, and all speakers submit outlines for publica­
tion. Panels are comprised of government officials, division members, and 
other outstanding CPAs in tax practice. The conference is held for two days, in 
the fall, in Washington, D.C. The Tax Education Subcommittee and the divi­
sion staff assist in the preparation for the conference.
ESTATE PLANNING CONFERENCE
The Tax Division and the Continuing Professional Education Division 
jointly sponsor an annual Family Tax and Estate Planning Conference. This is 
an advanced level program designed specifically to help CPAs serve their 
individual clients more successfully. Responsibility for this conference is on a 
steering committee, which has members from the Tax Education and Estate 
and Gift Tax Subcommittees of the Tax Division as well as the AICPA Con­
tinuing Professional Education Division.
MEETINGS
Generally, the division (including all constituent subcommittees) meets 
twice a year, in May and December. Additional division meetings or separate 
meetings of the Executive Committee or of constituent subcommittees may be 
scheduled as needed. In order to assure that meetings can be reimbursed for 
those who qualify and to reduce member administrative work, all meetings 
should be scheduled by the responsible Tax Division staff person who is work­
ing in conjunction with the AICPA meetings department.
It has been the polity of the division to hold each May meeting in Washing­
ton, DC., in order to have a greater opportunity for contact with federal 
representatives and other tax experts at division meetings.
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The Board of Directors has approved the following criteria to be used in 
the selection of sites for meetings of Institute committees.
Except in unusual circumstances, the meetings should be held at sites that—
• Minimize the time and distance of travel of a majority of committee 
members and staff.
• Are readily accessible by air transportation.
• Are reasonably accessible from airports by public transportation.
• Provide good accommodations at a reasonable cost.
• Are unlikely to detract from the success of the meeting because of 
the surroundings.
• May coincide with the site of another meeting at which the majority 
of committee members will be in attendance.
• Accommodate the needs of other groups with which the committee 
must meet to conduct its business.
Resort area sites may be utilized if they meet all of the above criteria. If it 
appears necessary to depart from these guidelines, the decision to do so 
requires a two-thirds vote of the committee affected and should be cleared with 
the president of the AICPA.
Executive Committee meetings that are open to the public are generally 
held in major metropolitan areas.
Hotel reservation cards will be sent to all division members approximately 
two months in advance of meetings.
Public Attendance at Meetings
Executive Committee meetings are open to the public, except for certain 
closed sessions where internal administrative work will be done. Announce­
ments of open meetings of the Executive Committee are published about one 
month in advance of the meeting in the CPA Letter, along with a tentative 
agenda. The public does not have the privilege of the floor at open meetings, 
but will be given, to the extent available, copies of material relevant to the dis­
cussion and, at the discretion of the chairman, may be invited to comment.
Plenary sessions at division meetings are open to the public. Subcommit­
tee meetings are not open to the public but are open to Tax Division members 
who are associated with them. In addition, subcommittee chairmen may invite 
individuals who have a particular interest in a specific issue to attend portions 
of their meetings.
Minutes of Meetings
A member of the subcommittee should be appointed at the beginning of 
the meeting to record the minutes. That member will be responsible for the 
submission of minutes to the chairman of the subcommittee and the responsible 
AICPA staff member within two weeks after completion of the meeting. The 
chairman or staff member will then review the minutes, make any corrections, 
and circulate a copy to all individuals on the subcommittee correspondence­
distribution list for any further corrections or comments.
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In an effort to efficiently communicate meeting developments, the minutes 
should generally conform to the following format:
• Any votes taken or actions approved should be noted at the beginning 
of the minutes, followed by any specific assignments made.
• Minutes should then be numbered and titled in the same manner as 
the meeting agenda. Items on the agenda that are not covered in the 
meeting should be noted in the minutes. Additional items not listed 
on the agenda should be recorded at the end of the minutes.
• The minutes should contain a thorough explanation of the delibera­
tions of the subcommittee and any future action necessary.
• The minutes should record attendance at the meeting, including sub­
committee members, staff members, and guests. This record should 
be at the end of the minutes.
• When submitted, a title page should be included that is identical to 
the agenda title page with the exception that the word “minutes” is 
substituted for the word “agenda.”
If a staff member is present for the entire subcommittee meeting, he or she 
will prepare the minutes and highlights of the meeting.
Subcommittee chairmen will submit “highlights” summaries of their 
meetings at the Executive Committee meeting on the final day of the division 
meeting or, if not held in conjunction with a division meeting, within one week 
after completion of the subcommittee meeting. The “highlights” will be sub­
mitted to the responsible AICPA staff member for distribution.
Inquiries and Recommendations Submitted to the Division
All Tax Division members are encouraged to participate actively in the 
division. Members should submit issues of concern to them, including—
• Recommendations for amendments to the Internal Revenue Code.
• Issues to recommend to the Internal Revenue Service that need 
clarification in published pronouncements.
• Comments concerning Revenue Rulings or other administrative 
decisions that are not in the best interests of simple, effective tax 
administration.
• Administrative matters that should be brought to the attention of the 
Internal Revenue Service.
• Suggestions for changes in Treasury Regulations, published Revenue 
Rulings, and tax forms and instructions.
• Matters related to the educational needs of a CPA in tax practice.
• Matters related to standards of good tax practice for CPAs.
• Matters related to the scope and management of a tax practice.
• Policy positions of the AICPA in the area of taxes.
The staff will solicit such inquiries from division members and state soci­
eties and will assign them to the responsible subcommittee for consideration.
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In all cases, inquiries will be responded to in a timely and effective manner. 
Division members are encouraged to submit such inquiries to their own sub­
committees and to other subcommittees of the division.
Reimbursement of Expenses for Appointed Members
AICPA members who have elected to join the Tax Division are not entitled 
to expense reimbursement unless they have been appointed to and are attending 
a meeting of a committee, subcommittee, or task force. At its May 12, 1981 
meeting, the Council of the Institute adopted the following policy with respect 
to reimbursement of expenses for appointed members in attending meetings.
All members of Council, boards, committees, subcommittees, and task 
forces (hereinafter “committees”) are urged to devote the time necessary 
to fulfill the commitment associated with their acceptance of appoint­
ment. To enable all to do so and to alleviate unintended burdens, the policy 
of the Institute is to allow reimbursement of actual expenses only of those 
members whose attendance at meetings would cause significant disrup­
tion to the professional practice, business or other activities in which they 
are involved. Members do not qualify for reimbursement where commit­
tee participation has no such significant effect.
Requests for reimbursement will automatically be considered as 
coming from those who qualify for reimbursement. There will be no dis­
closure of names of those to whom reimbursement is made.
Reimbursement will be made for expenses incurred in connection 
with attendance at committee meetings as follows:
1. Reimbursement for transportation costs is limited to coach fare 
(unless unavailable) or its equivalent.
2. Reimbursement for other out-of-pocket expenses is confined to 
costs of local transportation, lodging, meals, and tips, and not to 
exceed an amount to be established from time to time by the Board 
of Directors  Costs of telephone bills, cleaning, and entertain­
ment and other expenses will not be reimbursed.
*
3. Expensive methods of surface travel should be avoided. (For exam­
ple, unless a meeting is being held in a particularly remote location 
[a rare occurrence], costs of car rental will not be reimbursed.)
4. Since all members are expected to attend the annual meeting at 
their own expense, no reimbursement will be made for attending 
meetings held in conjunction with the annual meeting.
*At its April 1988 meeting, the Board established the current limit at $200/day 
except for New York City and Washington, D.C. which will be at $250/day.
In accordance with this procedure, members may request reimbursement 
for attending Executive Committee, subcommittee, and task force meetings at 
the division meeting, but will not be reimbursed for an additional hotel night 
to allow a member to attend the plenary session program.
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Requests for reimbursement ordinarily should be submitted within sixty days 
after the meeting. In no event, however, will requests for reimbursement be 
honored for meetings during a fiscal year if submitted more than thirty days 
after the close of that fiscal year that ends on July 31. To maintain confidential­
ity, requests for reimbursement, accompanied by receipts, copies of tickets, 
and other supporting documentation should be sent directly to the Director of 
Financial Management at the AICPA’s headquarters (1211 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036).
RELATIONS WITH STATE SOCIETIES
The Tax Division maintains a liaison with the tax committees of the vari­
ous state societies through the subcommittee on Liaison with State Society Tax 
Committees. This liaison is intended to provide a mutual benefit to the state 
societies and the AICPA in various tax matters of common interest.
RELATIONS WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
The chairman of the Executive Committee appoints one or more liaison 
representatives to maintain relations with other organizations, including the 
Section of Taxation of the American Bar Association. This liaison facilitates 
the development of issues that are of interest to the division and the various 
other organizations.
ARTHUR J. DIXON MEMORIAL AWARD
The Arthur J. Dixon Memorial Award is the highest award given by the 
accounting profession in the area of taxes. The award was established in 1982 
in memory of Arthur J. Dixon, who served as chairman of the Executive Com­
mittee from 1977 to 1980. He had served the division and the profession with 
distinction, and was a tax person’s tax person. The award is given for distin­
guished services in the area of taxes in the spirit of Arthur J. Dixon’s profes­
sionalism.
Past recipients have been:
1982 Arthur J. Dixon (posthumous)
1983 Robert G. Skinner
1984 Bernard Barnett
1985 William C. Penick
1987 Don J. Summa
1988 George E. Tomwall
Executive Committee members and others nominate candidates who are 
reviewed by the Tax Division Administrative Subcommittee. The Subcommit­
tee selects two candidates, and the Executive Committee makes the final selec­
tion. The award is presented at a Tax Division meeting.
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Appendix A
FORMAT FOR COMMENTS 
ON PROPOSED REGULATIONS
TAX DIVISION 
of the
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
Comments on Proposed Amendments 
to Treasury Regulations Section 1.993 (f)-(h) 
Regarding Energy Resources and Certain Other Products
Submitted to the Internal Revenue Service 
August 12, 1976
APPENDIX A
GENERAL COMMENTS
The proposed amendments to the regulations under section 993(c)(2) of 
the Internal Revenue Code are intended to conform such regulations to statu­
tory amendments contained in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, relating to the 
denial of DISC benefits with respect to energy resources and other products. 
These amendments to the regulations contain a series of very complex rules 
designed to define (1) primary products from oil, gas, coal, or uranium and (2) 
50-percent manufactured or processed products. In several respects, as 
explained in the Specific Comments set forth below, these rules would deny 
DISC benefits for products that should not be treated as excluded property 
under Code section 993(c)(2).
The below-referenced proposed regulations do contain the option of 
applying either a cost test or a fair-market-value test in determining whether 
at least 50 percent of the fair market value of a product is attributable to 
manufacturing or processing. Since the statute is silent on determining how 
this 50-percent requirement is to be met, the allowance of this option should 
be considered as a concept favorable to taxpayers.
We suggest that the proposed amendments be revised accordingly.
SPECIFIC COMMENTS
1.
Section
1.933-3(g)(v)
1.933-3(g)(4)
(iv)(b)(2)
This section provides that the specific primary oil, gas, coal, 
and uranium products, which are not entitled to DISC 
benefits and related processes set forth in the foregoing 
subdivisions, do not represent the only primary products or 
related processes from which primary products may be 
derived under existing and future technologies. This general 
statement is too vague to be a useful guide to taxpayers. For 
example, the last sentence of section 1.933-3(g)(3)(i) pro­
vides that petrochemicals are not considered primary 
products from oil, but gives no rationale for this conclusion. 
Concrete standards or tests should be provided to enable tax­
payers to make objective conclusions and to determine what 
products may in the future be treated as primary products.
2.
The last sentence of this subdivision provides that if the cost 
test is used in determining whether a product containing a 
depletable product qualifies as a 50-percent manufactured or 
processed product, the cost at the cut-off point to be used is 
to be increased to the extent of the cost of any process other 
than transportation applied after the cut-off point, which 
would be a mining process were it applied before such point.
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1.993-3(g)(4) 
(vi)(c)
1.993-3(g)(4) 
(vi)(d)
1.993-3(g)(4)
(x)
1.993-3(h)(l)
This rule seems harsh and should be modified to apply only 
in the case of a mining process applied after the cut-off point, 
which is ordinarily applied prior to the cut-off point. Other­
wise, a taxpayer acting in good faith would be unduly 
penalized.
3.
This subdivision provides that the fair market value at cut-off 
point shall be adjusted to reflect certain increases in the value 
of the mineral or timber content of products. Since such 
increases do not generate tax benefit from percentage deple­
tion, they should not be taken into account in applying the 
50-percent test.
4.
The example set forth in this subdivision explains how certain 
increases in value of mineral content should be taken into 
account in applying the 50-percent test. Instead of exem­
plifying this particular principle, to which we object as 
explained in item 3 (above), it would be preferable to provide 
examples showing the application of the cost and fair­
market-value tests in operation.
5.
This section provides that no substantiation is required to 
establish that either the cost test or the fair-market-value test 
has been met as long as it is “reasonably obvious’’ that either 
test is satisfied. It goes on to provide that where satisfaction 
of either test is not “reasonably obvious,” a DISC will be 
required to substantiate the gross income properly allocable 
to each depletable product contained in a product. These pro­
visions are exceedingly vague. This section should be 
redrafted to provide some guidelines or mechanical tests in 
substitution of the phrase “reasonably obvious,” and exam­
ples should be provided for taxpayers’ guidance.
6.
The second-to-last line of this section contains a typographi­
cal error—the word “and” is improperly spaced.
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TECHNICAL SUBCOMMITTEE 
CODE-SECTION ASSIGNMENTS
APPENDIX B
All subcommittees are responsible for achieving their assigned objectives 
as listed at the front of this manual by subcommittee. To help the subcommit­
tees coordinate the efforts of the various technical subcommittees, they have 
been given general responsibility for sections of the Internal Revenue Code 
and related Treasury Regulations.
BY SUBCOMMITTEE IRC Sections
Corporations & Shareholders Taxation
Tax on Corporations
Changes in Rates During a Taxable Year 
Clinical Testing Expenses
Credit for Overpayment of Tax
General Business Credit; Carryback and 
Carryforward of Unused Credits
R & D Credit; Low Income Housing Credit 
Investment Credit
Regular and Alternative Minimum Tax 
Itemized Deductions
Corporate Itemized Deductions 
Corporate Itemized Deductions 
Nondeductible Items
Nondeductible Items 
Nondeductible Items
Corporate Acquisition Indebtedness 
Nondeductible Items
Corporate Preference Items
Corporate Distributions and Adjustments 
Stock Redemptions to Pay Death Taxes 
Corporate Distributions and Adjustments 
Corporate Distributions and Adjustments 
Net Operating Loss Carryforwards 
Corporate Distributions and Adjustments 
Accumulated Earnings Tax 
Allocation of Purchase Price 
Consolidated Returns
Greenmail
Employee Benefits Taxation
11-12
15 
28 
35
38-39 
41-42 
46-49
53-59 
161-196 
241-244 
246-250 
261-263 
264-269 
274-275 
279 
280A-G 
291 
301-302 
303 
304-362 
368-381 
382 
383-386 
531-537 
1060 
1501-1564 
5881
Benefits provided under Employee Benefits Plans 89
Retirement Savings
Deferred Compensation, Etc.
Self-Employment Tax
Employment Taxes
Qualified Pension Plan Excise Taxes
219 
401-425 
1401-1403 
3101-3510
4971-4981A
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Energy Taxation
Nonconventional Source Fuel
Gasoline Tax Credit
Alcohol Used as a Fuel
Alcohol Fuel Credit
Itemized Deductions
Intangible Drilling Costs
Uniform Capitalization
Disposal of Coal or Domestic Iron Ore
IDC and ME & D Costs
Mining and Solid Waste Reclamation
Natural Resources
Gain from Dispositions of Oil & Gas Properties 
Energy Excise Taxes
Environmental Excise Taxes 
Windfall Profit Taxes
Trust Funds
Estate & Gift Tax
Certain Death Payments; Gifts and Inheritances 
Holders of Life or Terminable Interest 
Stock Redemptions to Pay Death Taxes 
Estate Taxes
Gift Taxes
Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax
Fiduciary Income Tax
Estates, Trusts, Beneficiaries and Decedents
Financial Services Industry Taxation
Dealers in Tax Exempts
Banking Institutions
Insurance Companies
RICS, REITS, and REMICs
Cooperatives and their Patrons
Excise Taxes on REITs and RICs
Individual Taxation
Tax on Individuals
Changes in Rates During a Taxable Year 
Nonrefundable Personal Credits
29
34
40
87
161-196
263(c)
263A
272 
291(b)
468 
611-638 
1254 
4041-4121 
4611-4662 
4986-4997 
9500-9602
101-102
273
303
2033-2210
2501-2524
2601-2663
641-692
75
581-596
801-846
851-860G
1381-1388
4981-4982
1-5
15
21-26
29
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Earned Income Credit
Credit for Overpayment of Tax
Regular and Alternative Minimum Tax 
Computation of Taxable Income 
Individual Commodity Credit Loans 
Computation of Taxable Income 
Interest on Muni-bonds
Exclusions
Personal Exemptions
Itemized Deductions
Individual Itemized Deductions
Nondeductible Items
Nondeductible Items
Nondeductible Items
Golden Parachute Payments
Ordinary and Capital Gains & Losses 
Ordinary and Capital Gains & Losses 
Ordinary and Capital Gains & Losses 
Ordinary and Capital Gains & Losses 
Bankruptcies
Employee Benefits Excise Taxes
International Taxation
Foreign Tax Credit
Withholding on Nonresident Aliens 
Dividends from Foreign Corporations 
Dividends from Foreign Corporations 
Stapled Entities
Foreign Corporations
Allocation of Income and Deductions Among 
Taxpayers
Foreign Personal Holding Companies
Income from Sources Within or Without the U.S. 
Passive Foreign Investment Companies 
Recoveries of Foreign Expropriations 
Withholding on Nonresident Aliens & Foreign 
Corporations
Transfers to Avoid Income Tax
Estates of Nonresidents Not Citizens
Foreign Insurers Excise Taxes
Tax Legislative Liaison
Joint Committee on Taxation
32
35
53-59 
61-74
77
79-86
103 
108-135 
151-153 
161-196 
211-217 
261-263 
264-269 
280A-F 
280G 
1001-1059A 
1071-1241 
1245-1253 
1255-1257 
1398-1399 
4999-5000
27
33
78
245
269B
367
482
551-558
861-999
1291-1297 
1351
1441-1446
1491-1494
2101-2108
4371-4374
8001-8005
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APPENDIX B (CONT’D)
Partnership Taxation
At-Risk Limitation 465
Passive Activity Limitations 469
Partners and Partnerships 701-761
Registration of Tax Shelters 6111-6112
Treatment of Partnership Items 6221-6233
Abusive Tax Shelter Penalty 6700
Abusive Tax Shelter Penalty 6707-6708
Required Payments for FY Entities 7519
S Corporation Taxation
S Corporations and their Shareholders 1361-1379
Treatment of Subchapter S Items 6241-6245
Required Payments for FY Entities 7519
Small Business Taxation
Changes in Rates During a Taxable Year 15
Investment Credit 46-49
Targeted Jobs Tax Credit 51-52
Itemized Deductions 161-196
Personal Service Corporations 269A
Fiscal Year PSCs 280H
Corporate Distributions and Adjustments 383-386
Taxable Year of PSCs 441(i)
Accumulated Earnings Tax 531-537
Personal Holding Companies . 541-547
Dividends Paid Deduction 561-565
SBICS and 1244 Stock 1242-1244
Alternate Valuation; Valuation of a Farm 2032-2032A
Tax Accounting
Nuclear Decommissioning Costs 88
Uniform Capitalization 263A
Fiscal Year PSCs 280H
Sale and Leaseback 467
Inventories 471-474
Tax Accounting Adjustments 481
Interest on Certain Deferred Payments 483
Special Rules for Bonds 1271-1288
Readjustment of Taxes Between Years 1311-1341
Required Payments for FY Entities 7519
Below Market Loans 7872
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APPENDIX B (CONT’D)
Tax Exempt Organizations
Tax Exempt Bonds
Debts Owed by Political Parties
Indirect Contributions to Political Parties;
Membership Organization Expenses
Tax Exempt Organizations
Public Charities & Private Foundations
Excise Taxes
Financing of Presidential Elections
Trust Funds
Tax Practice and Procedures
Tax on Withheld Wages
Withholding
Employment Taxes
Procedure and Administration
Procedure and Administration
Procedure and Administration
Procedure and Administration
Procedure and Administration
Procedure and Administration
141-150
271
276-277
501-528
4911-4963
9001-9002
9500-9602
31
1461-1464
3101-3510 
6001-6110 
6113-6216 
6302-6698 
6701-6706 
6709-7518 
7602-7891
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APPENDIX B (CONT’D)
BY CODE SECTION
Code Section Title Subcommittee
1-5 Tax on Individuals Individuals
11-12 Tax on Corporations Corporations
15 Changes in Rates During a 
Taxable Year
Individuals, Corporations, 
Small Business
21-26 Nonrefundable Personal Credits Individuals
27 Foreign Tax Credit International
28 Clinical Testing Expenses Corporations
29 Nonconventional Source Fuel Energy
31 Tax on Withheld Wages Tax Practice & Procedures
32 Earned Income Credit Individuals
33 Withholding on Nonresident 
Aliens
International
34 Gasoline Tax Credit Energy
35 Credit for Overpayment of Tax Individuals, Corporations
38-39 General Business Credit;
Carryback and Carryforward of 
Unused Credits
Corporations
40 Alcohol Used as a Fuel Energy
41-42 R & D Credit; Low Income 
Housing Credit
Corporations
46-49 Investment Credit Corporations, Small Business
51-52 Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Small Business
53-59 Regular and Alternative 
Minimum Tax
Individuals, Corporations
61-74 Computation of Taxable Income Individuals
75 Dealers in Tax Exempts Financial
77 Commodity Credit Loans Individuals
78 Dividends from Foreign 
Corporations
International
79-86 Computation of Taxable Income Individuals
87 Alcohol Fuel Credit Energy
88 Nuclear Decommissioning Costs Tax Accounting
89 Benefits Provided under
Employee Benefits Plans
Employee Benefits
101-102 Certain Death Payments; Gifts 
and Inheritances
Estate & Gift
33
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Code Section Title Subcommittee
103 Interest on Muni-bonds Individuals
108-135 Exclusions Individuals
141-150 Tax Exempt Bonds Tax Exempt Orgs
151-153 Personal Exemptions Individuals
161-196 Itemized Deductions Individuals, Corporations, 
Small Business, Energy (to 
the extent provisions apply)
211-217 Individual Itemized Deductions Individuals
219 Retirement Savings Employee Benefits
241-244 Corporate Itemized Deductions Corporations
245 Dividends from Foreign 
Corporations
International
246-250 Corporate Itemized Deductions Corporations
261-263 Nondeductible Items Individuals, Corporations
263(c) Intangible Drilling Costs Energy
263A Uniform Capitalization Tax Accounting, Energy (to 
extent provisions apply)
264-269 Nondeductible Items Individuals, Corporations
269A Personal Service Corporations Small Business
269B Stapled Entities International
271 Debts Owed by Political Parties Tax Exempt Orgs
272 Disposal of Coal or Domestic 
Iron Ore
Energy
273 Holders of Life or Terminable 
Interest
Estate and Gift
274-275 Nondeductible Items Corporations
276-277 Indirect Contributions to
Political Parties; Membership 
Organization Expenses
Tax Exempt Orgs
279 Corporate Acquisition 
Indebtedness
Corporations
280A-F Nondeductible Items Individuals, Corporations
280G Golden Parachute Payments Individuals, Corporations
280H Fiscal Year PSCs Small Business, Tax 
Accounting
291 Corporate Preference Items Corporations
291(b) IDC and ME & D Costs Energy
301-302 Corporate Distributions and 
Adjustments
Corporations
34
APPENDIX B (CONT’D)
Code Section Title Subcommittee
303 Stock Redemptions to Pay Death
Taxes
Estate & Gift, Corporations
304-362 Corporate Distributions and 
Adjustments
Corporations
367 Foreign Corporations International
368-381 Corporate Distributions and 
Adjustments
Corporations
382 Net Operating Loss 
Carryforwards
Corporations
383-386 Corporate Distributions and 
Adjustments
Corporations, Small 
Business
401-425 Deferred Compensation, Etc. Employee Benefits
441-464 Tax Accounting Periods & 
Methods
Tax Accounting
441(i) Taxable Year of PSCs Small Business
465 At-Risk Limitation Partnerships
467 Sale and Leaseback Tax Accounting
468 Mining and Solid Waste 
Reclamation
Energy
469 Passive Activity Limitations Partnerships
471-474 Inventories Tax Accounting
481 Tax Accounting Adjustments Tax Accounting
482 Allocation of Income and 
Deductions Among Taxpayers
International
483 Interest on Certain Deferred 
Payments
Tax Accounting
501-528 Tax Exempt Organizations Tax Exempt Orgs
531-537 Accumulated Earnings Tax Small Business, 
Corporations
541-547 Personal Holding Companies Small Business
551-558 Foreign Personal Holding 
Companies
International
561-565 Dividends Paid Deduction Small Business
581-596 Banking Institutions Financial
611-638 Natural Resources Energy
641-692 Estates, Trusts, Beneficiaries 
and Decedents
Fiduciary
701-761 Partners and Partnerships Partnerships
801-846 Insurance Companies Financial
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Code Section Title Subcommittee
851-860G RICs, REITs, and REMICs Financial
861-999 Income from Sources Within or 
Without the U.S.
International
1001-1059A Ordinary and Capital Gains & 
Losses
Individuals
1060 Allocation of Purchase Price Corporations
1071-1241 Ordinary and Capital Gains & 
Losses
Individuals
1242-1244 SBICs and 1244 Stock Small Business
1245-1253 Ordinary and Capital Gains &
Losses
Individuals
1254 Gain from Dispositions of Oil & 
Gas Properties
Energy
1255-1257 Ordinary and Capital Gains &
Losses
Individuals
1271-1288 Special Rules for Bonds Tax Accounting
1291-1297 Passive Foreign Investment 
Companies
International
1311-1341 Readjustment of Taxes Between 
Years
Tax Accounting
1351 Recoveries of Foreign 
Expropriations
International
1361-1379 S Corporations and their 
Shareholders
S Corporations
1381-1388 Cooperatives and their Patrons Financial
1398-1399 Bankruptcies Individuals
1401-1403 Self-Employment Tax Employee Benefits
1441-1446 Withholding on Nonresident 
Aliens & Foreign Corporations
International
1461-1464 Withholding Tax Practice & Procedures
1491-1494 Transfers to Avoid Income Tax International
1501-1564 Consolidated Returns Corporations
2001-2031 Estate Taxes Estate & Gift
2032-2032A Alternate Valuation; Valuation of 
Farms
Small Business
2033-2210 Estate Taxes Estate & Gift
36
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Code Section Title Subcommittee
2501-2524 Gift Taxes Estate & Gift
2601-2663 Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax Estate & Gift
3101-3510 Employment Taxes Employee Benefits, Tax 
Practice & Procedures
4041-4121 Energy Excise Taxes Energy
4371-4374 Foreign Insurers Excise Taxes International
4611-4662 Environmental Excise Taxes Energy
4911-4963 Public Charities & Private 
Foundations Excise Taxes
Tax Exempt Orgs
4971-4981A Qualified Pension Plan Excise
Taxes
Employee Benefits
4981-4982 Excise Taxes on REITs and RICs Financial
4986-4997 Windfall Profit Taxes Energy
4999-5000 Employee Benefits Excise Taxes Individuals
5881 Greenmail Corporations
6001-6110 Procedure & Administration Tax Practice & Procedures
6111-6112 Registration of Tax Shelters Partnerships
6113-6216 Procedure & Administration Tax Practice & Procedures
6221-6233 Treatment of Partnership Items Partnerships
6241-6245 Treatment of Subchapter S Items S Corporations
6302-6698 Procedure & Administration Tax Practice & Procedures
6700 Abusive Tax Shelter Penalty Partnerships
6701-6706 Procedure & Administration Tax Practice & Procedures
6707-6708 Abusive Tax Shelter Penalties Partnerships
6709-7518 Procedure & Administration Tax Practice & Procedures
7519 Required Payments for FY 
Entities
Partnerships, S Corporations. 
Tax Accounting
7602-7891 Procedure & Administration Tax Practice & Procedures
7872 Below Market Loans Tax Accounting
8001-8005 Joint Committee on Taxation Legislative Liaison
9001-9042 Financing of Presidential 
Elections
Tax Exempt Orgs
37

Appendix C
APPOINTED MEMBER 
COMMITTEE LISTS
FEDERAL TAXATION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
FEDERAL TAXATION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To supervise, coordinate, plan and initiate all of the projects, pro­
grams and activities of the federal tax division.
Arthur S. Hoffman, Chairman.. . Spicer & Oppenheim, 7 World Trade Center, 
New York, NY 10048 (212 422-1000)
Julian D. Berlin, Jr.... Yount, Hyde & Barbour, 50 South Cameron St., P.O. Box 
2560, Winchester, VA 22601 (703 662-3417)
Alan K. Bloom... J.H. Cohn & Company, 75 Eisenhower Parkway, Roseland, NJ 
07068 (201 228-3500)
Harvey L. Coustan... Arthur Young, One IBM Plaza, Chicago, IL 60611
(312 645-3495)
Henry J. Ferrero, Jr.... Deloitte Haskins & Sells, 1001 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 
Washington, DC 20004 (202 879-4925)
Richard M. Glennon... Peat Marwick Main & Co., 2001 M St., NW, 5th Fl., 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 467-3801)
Herbert J. Lerner... Ernst & Whinney, 1225 Connecticut Ave., NW, Ste. 600, 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 862-6258)
Frank J. O’Connell, Jr.... Laventhol & Horwath, 1101 17 St., NW, Ste. 1200, 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 463-0700)
Milton Pickman... Anchin, Block & Anchin, 1375 Broadway, 18th Fl., New York, 
NY 10018 (212 536-6904)
David J. Sibits.. . Hausser + Taylor, 1000 Eaton Center, 1111 Superior Ave., 
Cleveland, OH 44114 (216 523-1900)
James G. Sprinkel... Morris & Sprinkel, 721 North Main St., Harrisonburg, VA 
22801 (703 434-1706)
G. Fred Streuling... Brigham Young University, School of Accountancy, 540 
TNRB, Provo, UT 84602 (801 378-3100)
Richard J. Stricof... BDO Seidman, 1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018 
(212 302-0100)
James E. Wheeler.. . University of Michigan, Graduate School of Business 
Administration, Ann Arbor, MI 48109 (313 764-2322)
Donald C. Wiese... Touche Ross & Co., 1900 M St., NW, Washington, DC 
20036 (202 955-4213)
STAFF AIDES:
Donald H. Skadden—Vice President, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
William R. Stromsem—Director, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
Kenneth F. Thomas—Director, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600)
CIVIL TAX PENALTIES TASK FORCE
OBJECTIVE: To develop legislative and administrative recommendations for 
improvement of the civil tax penalty structure. Particular attention will focus on the 
administrability of the penalty system from the viewpoint of the tax practitioner.
Richard M. Glennon, Chairman. .. Peat Marwick Main & Co., 2001 M St., NW, 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 467-3800)
David A. Berenson... Ernst & Whinney, 1225 Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington, 
DC 20036 (202 862-6000)
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CIVIL TAX PENALTIES TASK FORCE
Harvey L. Coustan.. . Arthur Young, One IBM Plaza, Chicago, IL 60611
(312 645-3495)
Martin L. Kamerow.. . Harab, Kamerow & Associates, PC, 11820 Parklawn Dr., 
Ste. 400, Rockville, MD 20852 (301 231-0600)
J. Fred Kubik... F. B. Kubik & Company, 125 North Market, Ste. 925, Wichita, 
KS 67202 (316 265-2811)
STAFF AIDE:
Kenneth F. Thomas—Director, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600)
SUBCOMMITTEES AND TASK FORCES
CORPORATIONS AND SHAREHOLDERS TAXATION SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To formulate and submit to Congress, the Treasury Department, and 
Internal Revenue Service technical and policy recommendations for improvements 
of the federal tax process relating to corporate tax provisions, including those 
related to corporate distributions and adjustments, corporations used to avoid 
income tax on shareholders, the tax on transfers to avoid tax, consolidated returns, 
and controlled corporations.
Paul A. Schecter, Chairman... Coopers & Lybrand, 1800 M St., NW, Washington, 
DC 20036 (202 822-4246)
Gilbert D. Bloom... Peat Marwick Main & Co., 2001 M St., NW, 5th FL, 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 467-3806)
Richard A. Canzonetti* ... Deloitte Haskins & Sells, 1114 Avenue of the Americas, 
New York, NY 10036 (212 790-0590)
*Consultant
Charles S. Hafer, Jr.... Hafer & Gilmer, 3720 South Dixie Highway, Ste. 101, 
West Palm Beach, FL 33405 (305 655-8700)
William F. Huber... Price Waterhouse, 153 East 53 St., New York, NY 10022 
(212 371-2000)
Sally M. Jones... University of Texas at Austin, Department of Accounting, CBA 
4M.256, Austin, TX 78712 (512 471-5332)
Stewart S. Karlinsky... San Jose State University, Accounting and Finance, 
School of Business, San Jose, CA 95192-0066 (408 924-3460)
Lorin D. Luchs... BDO Seidman, 1707 L St., NW, 8th FL, Washington, DC 
20036 (202 833-2280)
James M. Lynch... Arthur Andersen & Co., 33 West Monroe St., Rm. 1510, 
Chicago, IL 60603 (312 580-0033)
Carol S. McCormick... Steiner Corporation, 505 East South Temple, Salt Lake 
City, UT 84102 (801 328-8831)
Louis J. Mezzo... Grant Thornton, 605 Third Ave., New York, NY 10158
(212 599-0100)
William J. Rewolinski. .. Own Account, 732 North Jackson St., Milwaukee, WI 
53202 (414 272-6500)
Robert M. Rosen... Ernst & Whinney, 1225 Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington, 
DC 20036 (202 862-6250)
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CORPORATIONS AND SHAREHOLDERS TAXATION SUBCOMMITTEE (CONT'D)
Edward J. Schnee... University of Alabama, School of Accountancy, P.O. Drawer 
AC, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487 (205 348-2910)
George L. White... Arthur Young, 3000 K St., NW, Washington, DC 20007 
(202 956-6493)
Isaac W. Zimbalist... Touche Ross & Co., 1900 M St., NW, Washington, DC 
20036 (202 955-4000)
STAFF AIDE:
Carol K. Shaffer—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Frank J. O’Connell, Jr.—Laventhol & Horwath, 1101 17 St., NW, Washington, 
DC 20036 (202 463-0700)
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS TAXATION SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To formulate and submit to Congress, the Treasury Department, and 
the Internal Revenue Service technical and policy recommendations for improve­
ment of the federal tax process relating to employee benefit plans and deferred com­
pensation for employees and self-employed individuals.
Milton Pickman, Chairman... Anchin, Block & Anchin, 1375 Broadway, 18th 
FL, New York, NY 10018 (212 536-6904)
Marquis Gary Atkinson... Attorney-at-Law, 516 2 St., East, P.O. Box 1846,
Twin Falls, ID 83303 (208 733-7968)
John A. Czarnecki... Crowe, Chizek & Company, 330 East Jefferson Blvd., 
South Bend, IN 46624 (219 232-3992)
Robert J. Dema... CPI Qualified Plan Consultants, Inc., 1400 Polk, Great Bend, 
KS 67530 (316 793-8473)
Douglas M. Gaston... Merrigan & Associates, 8900 Ward Parkway, Ste. 100, 
Kansas City, MO 64114 (816 363-8900)
Lisa C. Germano... Actuarial Consulting Group, Inc., 321 West Franklin St., 
Richmond, VA 23220 (804 780-1886)
Arthur I. Gordon... Ernst & Whinney, 787 Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10019 
(212 830-5140)
Labh S. Hira... Iowa State University, 300 Carver Hall, Ames, IA 50011
(515 294-7480)
Richard M. Kaye. .. Coopers & Lybrand, 400 Renaissance Center, Ste. 3900, 
Detroit, MI 48243 (313 446-7218)
Michael R. Keiser... Alan C. Lindquist & Company, 3685 Mt. Diablo Blvd., 
Ste. 300, Lafayette, CA 94549 (415 284-9343)
Gregory E. Matthews... G.E. Matthews & Associates, Inc., 3637 4 St. North, 
Ste. 490, St. Petersburg, FL 33704 (813 821-9444)
John M. Peterson.. . Goodman & Company, 234 Monticello Ave., Norfolk, VA 
23510 (804 624-5145)
Christine S. Schnug... McFarland & Alton, P.S., 1800 Seafirst Financial Center, 
West 601 Riverside, Spokane, WA 99201 (509 747-2600)
Michael J. Sommers. .. Own Account, 720 Olive St., Ste. 2300, St. Louis, MO 
63101 (314 962-7447)
Deborah Walker... Peat Marwick Main & Co., 2001 M St., NW, Washington, 
DC 20036 (202 467-3883)
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EMPLOYEE BENEFITS TAXATION SUBCOMMITTEE (CONT’D)
Bill C. Wilson... Deloitte Haskins & Sells, 1001 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 
Washington, DC 20004 (202 879-4940)
STAFF AIDE:
Lisa A. Winton—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Milton Pickman—Anchin, Block & Anchin, 1375 Broadway, 18th Fl.,
New York, NY 10018 (212 536-6904)
SECTION 89 TASK FORCE
OBJECTIVE: To analyze the Section 89 discrimination rules with respect to fringe 
benefit plans and comment on corresponding Treasury regulations.
Deborah Walker, Chairman... Peat Marwick Main & Co., 2001 M St., NW, 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 467-3800)
Robert J. Dema... CPI Qualified Plan Consultants, Inc., 1400 Polk, Great Bend, 
KS 67530 (316 793-8473)
Jerry D. Kimbrough... Summerford, Warren, Averett, Kimbrough & Marino, 
P.C., 2500 Acton Rd., Birmingham, AL 35246 (205 979-4100)
Jeffrey S. Line... The Nyhart Co., Inc., P.O. Box 88187, Indianapolis, IN 45208 
(317 923-2391)
Karin M. Skadden... Tax Analysts, 1666 34 St., NW, Washington, DC 20007 
(202 337-6233)
Diane J. Thurman... Huggins & Associates, 80 Monroe Ave., Memphis, TN 
38103 (901 526-7000)
STAFF AIDE:
Lisa A. Winton—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600)
TAXATION OF DISTRIBUTIONS FROM QUALIFIED PLANS TASK FORCE
OBJECTIVE: To formulate legislative alternatives for the taxation of distributions 
from qualified plans and IRAs, including the many penalties involved.
David J. Kautter, Chairman... Arthur Young, 3000 K St., NW, Washington, DC 
20007 (202 956-6184)
John R. Connell... Touche Ross & Co., 1700 Lincoln, Ste. 4100, Denver, CO 
80203 (303 861-4462)
Robert M. Gundersen... Own Account, 1015 Park Place Tower, Birmingham, AL 
35203 (205 251-4581)
Phmela S. Kemp... Carter, Young, Walf, Davis & Dahlhauser, P.O. Box 23618, 
Nashville, TN 37202 (615 859-9880)
Stuart S. Lang... Stuart S. Lang & Co., 111 S.W. Columbia, Ste. 900, Portland, 
OR 97201 (603 227-1100)
George Mandel... George Mandel Associates, Inc., 1025 Westchester Ave., 
White Plains, NY 10601 (914 948-1500)
STAFF AIDE:
Lisa A. Winton—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600)
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ENERGY TAXATION SUBCOMMITTEE
ENERGY TAXATION SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To formulate and submit to Congress, the Treasury Department, and 
the Internal Revenue Service technical and policy recommendations for improve­
ment of the federal tax process concerning the area of energy taxation, energy 
credits, and related matters.
Richard B. Hayes, Chairman... Idelberg & Hayes, P.C., 4100 East Mississippi 
Ave., Ste. 1600, Denver, CO 80222 (303 758-0176)
Mary A. Badgett... RoyaltyWare, P.O. Box 6007, Lubbock, TX 79499
(806 797-1970)
John R. Braden.. . Arthur Young, 4300 One Williams Center, Tulsa, OK 74101 
(918 582-9921)
James D. Brown... Shell Oil Company, 900 Louisiana St., Houston, TX 77002 
(713 241-3215)
Brian L. Derksen.. . Deloitte Haskins & Sells, 1560 Broadway, Ste. 1800, Denver, 
CO 80202 (303 837-3305)
Richard G. File... University of Nebraska at Omaha, Professional Accounting, 
College of Business Administration, Omaha, NE 68182 (402 554-3650) 
Harry Q. Gahagan, Jr.... Heard, McElroy & Vestal, 720 Travis St., Shreveport, 
LA 71101 (318 221-0151)
Joe D. Jones... KLH Industries, Inc., P.O. Box 1379, Clinton, MS 39060
(601 924-3600)
Eugene W. Kligmann... Coopers & Lybrand, 600 Grant St., 35th FL, Pittsburgh, 
PA 15219 (412 355-8000)
Bruce C. Layer... Spicer & Oppenheim, 1100 Summit Tower, 11 Greenway Plaza, 
Houston, TX 77046 (713 961-4900)
Raymond W. Lombardi... Touche Ross & Co., 200 Renaissance Center, 16th Fl., 
Detroit, MI 48243 (313 446-1500)
Robert S. McCaig... Ernst & Whinney, 2001 Ross Ave., Ste. 2800, Dallas, TX 
75201 (214 979-1700)
James R. Rogers... Brantley, Frazier, Sipes & Company, P.C., 2800 South Hulen 
St., Ste. 100, Fort Worth, TX 76109 (817 921-4471)
Joel J. Thomas... Conversion Industries, Inc., 101 East Green St., Ste. 14, 
Pasadena, CA 91105 (818 793-7526)
STAFF AIDE:
James S. Clark, Jr.—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Henry J. Ferrero, Jr.—Deloitte, Haskins & Sells, 1001 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 
Ste. 350, Washington, DC 20004 (202 879-4925)
ESTATE AND GIFT TAX SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To formulate and submit to Congress, the Treasury Department, and 
the Internal Revenue Service technical and policy recommendations for improve­
ment of the federal tax process relating to estate, gift, and generation skipping 
transfer taxes and development of estate planning materials.
William T. Diss, Chairman... Arthur Young, 707 17 St., Ste. 3800, Denver, CO 
80202 (303 291-6246)
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ESTATE AND GIFT TAX SUBCOMMITTEE (CONT’D)
Steven J. Crowell.. . Auburn University, 309 Tichenor Hall, Auburn, AL 36849 
(205 826-5132)
Thomas J. DeLuca... Touche Ross & Co., 1900 Federated Bldg., 7 West 7 St., 
Cincinnati, OH 45202 (513 381-5547)
Carole A. Gibbs-Fisher... Hawaiian Trust Co., Ltd., P.O. Box 3170, Honolulu, 
HI 96802 (808 538-4477)
Allen B. Koltun... Koltun, Buckman & Zazulak, Ltd., 850 Oil & Gas Bldg., 
New Orleans, LA 70112 (504 581-3916)
G. Philip Morehead... Davis, Kinard & Co., 400 Pine St., Ste. 600, Abilene, TX 
79601 (915 672-4000)
Ross W. Nager... Arthur Andersen & Co., 711 Louisiana, Ste. 1300, Houston,
TX 77002 (713 237-2323)
David S. Rhine... BDO Seidman, 15 Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023 
(212 765-7500)
Stuart A. Rosenblatt... Wiss & Company, 354 Eisenhower Parkway, Livingston, 
NJ 07039 (201 994-9400)
James C. Thompson, Jr.... James C. Thompson & Co., Security Bldg.,
319 North 4th, Ste. 608, St. Louis, MO 63102 (314 421-4938)
Eugene J. Tschoepe... Ernst & Whinney, 225 Peachtree St., NE, 1800 South 
Tower, Atlanta, GA 30303 (404 681-7109)
Wilber G. Van Scoik... Harper, Van Scoik & Company, 2111 Drew St., Clearwater, 
FL 34625 (813 446-0504)
Joseph William Walloch... Walloch Accountancy Corporation, 2068 Orange Tree 
Ln., P.O. Box 7788, Redlands, CA 92375 (714 798-1040)
STAFF AIDE:
Loretta M. Bonner—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Harvey L. Coustan—Arthur Young, One IBM Plaza, Chicago, IL 60611
(312 645-3495)
FIDUCIARY INCOME TAX SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To formulate and submit to Congress, the Treasury Department, and 
the Internal Revenue Service technical and policy recommendations for improve­
ment of the federal tax process relating to the taxation of estates, trusts, beneficiaries 
and decedents.
Victor E. Barton, Chairman... Bond, Beebe, Barton & Muckelbauer, PC., 
4200 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Ste. 500, Washington, DC 20016 (202 244-6500) 
Byrle M. Abbin. .. Arthur Andersen & Co., 1666 K St., NW, Washington, DC 
20006 (202 862-3368)
Jay F. Boyd.. . Pulakos & Alongi, Ltd., 5700 Harper Dr., NE, Ste. 320, 
Albuquerque, NM 87109 (505 821-1600)
George Brody... Own Account, One Winthrop Square, Boston, MA 02110
(617 542-2270)
William S. DeMayo... University of New Haven, Department of Accounting,
300 Orange Ave., West Haven, CT 06516 (203 932-7112)
David H. Gerson... Ernst & Whinney, 787 Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10019 
(212 830-5199)
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Laura J. Kauls... William J. Johnson Accountancy Corporation, 3878 Carson St., 
Ste. 101, P.O. Box 13666, Torrance, CA 90503 (213 540-7477)
Joseph K. Koplin... Own Account, 260 South Broad St., 16th Fl., Philadelphia, 
PA 19102 (215 923-7644)
David E. Lajoie... Coopers & Lybrand, 1999 Bryan St., Ste. 3000, Dallas, TX 
75201 (214 754-5253)
Ann B. Moody... First Alabama Bank, P.O. Box 10247, Birmingham, AL 35202 
(205 326-7222)
Mitchel L. Olson... Eide Helmeke & Co., P.O. Box 2545, Fargo, ND 58108
(701 237-3343)
Roy Soll... Florida Atlantic University, 859 East Jeffery St., Apt. 407-2, Boca 
Raton, FL 33487 (407 997-7521)
Sharon A. Virga... Own Account, 10113 Minburn St., Great Falls, VA 22066 
(703 528-8818)
STAFF AIDE:
Loretta M. Bonner—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Alan K. Bloom—J.H. Cohn & Company, 75 Eisenhower Parkway, Roseland, NJ 
07068 (201 228-3500)
FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY TAXATION SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To formulate and submit to Congress, the Treasury Department, and 
the Internal Revenue Service technical and policy recommendations for improve­
ment of the federal tax process relating to banking institutions, insurance compa­
nies, regulated investment companies, real estate investment trusts, and other 
financial institutions.
Paul Farber, Chairman... Richard A. Eisner & Company, 575 Madison Ave., 
New York, NY 10022 (212 355-1700)
Donald N. Adler... Sears Consumer Financial Corporation, 455 Knightsbridge 
Parkway, Lincolnshire, IL 60069 (312 634-7092)
Hillel S. Aronson... Columbia Savings & Loan Association, 8840 Wilshire 
Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90211 (213 854-9227)
Karen D. Cassidy... Ernst & Whinney, 150 South Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL 
60606 (312 368-1800)
Alan F. Fletcher... Life Investors, 4333 Edgewood Rd., NE, Cedar Rapids, IA 
52499 (319 398-8849)
Noah J. Hazel... N&S Associates, S.C., 230 West Wells St., Ste. 414, Milwaukee, 
WI 53203 (414 276-1777)
Frank Joseph... RFC Intermediaries, Inc., 1117 Perimeter Center West, Ste. N-500, 
Atlanta, GA 30338 (404 393-1217)
Lawrence S. Kaplan... Kenneth Leventhal & Company, 805 Third Ave.,
New York, NY 10022 (212 832-6990)
R. Wes Kirchhoff... The Continental Corporation, 180 Maiden Ln., New York, 
NY 10038 (212 440-7608)
Gerald I. Lenrow* .. . Coopers & Lybrand, 203 North La Salle St., Chicago, IL 
60601 (312 701-5990)
*Consultant
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Gerald N. McPherson... McDonald, Holligan & McPherson, Inc., 501 North 
Main St., 740 Thatcher Bldg., Pueblo, CO 81002 (719 543-0516)
Garry Lane Moody... Arthur Young, One IBM Plaza, Ste. 3500, Chicago, IL 
60611 (312 645-3273)
Marian S. Urnikis... Fannie Mae, 4000 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Washington, DC 
20016 (202 752-7759)
Billie W. Wade... Eskew & Gresham, 2500 Meidinger Tower, Louisville, KY 
40202 (502 584-2500)
STAFF AIDE:
Carol K. Shaffer—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
David J. Sibits—Hausser + Taylor, 1000 Eaton Center, 1111 Superior Ave., 
Cleveland, OH 44114 (216 523-1900)
INDIVIDUAL TAXATION SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To review, formulate and submit to Congress, the Treasury Depart­
ment, and the Internal Revenue Service technical and policy recommendations for 
improvement of the federal tax process relating to taxation of individuals including 
computation of taxable income, classification of income as active, passive, or port­
folio, determination of gain or loss on disposition of property, readjustment of tax 
between years, and certain tax credits.
Marvin Brockman, Chairman... Trager Glass & Co., 1790 Broadway, 15th FL, 
New York, NY 10019 (212 245-1170)
Allen C. Berg... Berg, DeMarco, Lewis, Sawatski & Co., 630 Dundee Rd., 
Ste. 425, Northbrook, IL 60062 (312 291-9600)
Nancy S. Brakensiek... Mann Judd Landau, 9025 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 409, 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211 (213 550-8058)
Sam L. Catter... Tannebaum Bindler + Company, P.C., 2323 Bryan, LB 107, 
Alliance Financial Center, Dallas, TX 75201 (214 969-6990)
Howard W. Dragutsky... Weber, Lipshie & Co., 9100 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 240, 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 (213 272-4176)
Harvey D. Gold... Wolpoff & Company, 1111 North Charles St., Baltimore, MD 
21201 (301 837-3770)
Thomas J. Gotliboski... Arthur Andersen & Co., 711 Louisiana, Ste. 1300, 
Houston, TX 77002 (713 237-2323)
Saundra A. Lewis... Own Account, 1604 Eighth Ave. South, Nashville, TN 
37203 (615 256-4700)
James R. Minczewski... Laventhol & Horwath, 2121 San Jacinto, Ste. 1700, 
Dallas, TX 75201 (214 754-7100)
W. Keith Rollins... Ernst & Whinney, 2000 National City Center, Cleveland, OH 
44114 (216 861-5000)
Scott R. Rosen... Own Account, 2029 Century Park East, Ste. 1550, Los Angeles, 
CA 90067 (213 553-5131)
David P. Schlabig... Meaden & Moore, Inc., 1010 Huntington Bldg., Cleveland, 
OH 44115 (216 241-3272)
Mitch L. Stump... Cherry, Bekaert & Holland, 2550 Charlotte Plaza, 201 South 
College St., Charlotte, NC 28244 (704 377-1678)
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STAFF AIDE:
Loretta M. Bonner—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Richard M. Glennon—Peat Marwick Main & Co., 2001 M St., NW, 5th Fl., 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 467-3000)
AWARDS AND REBATES TASK FORCE
OBJECTIVE: To study and develop recommendations for comment on various tax 
law proposals for criteria for the taxation of awards and rebates. To consult with 
Congressional and Treasury staffs regarding these proposals.
Robert Odmark, Chairman... Price Waterhouse, 1251 Avenue of the Americas, 
New York, NY 10020 (212 489-8900)
Ward Bukofsky.. . Braverman, Codron & Co., 233 South Beverly Dr., Beverly 
Hills, CA 90212 (213 272-8456)
Shirley Bollinger... 1102 Grandview Dr., Berkeley, CA 94705 (415 841-2810) 
Arthur M. Friedman... Arthur Andersen & Co., 911 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, 
CA 90017 (213 614-6414)
Robert R. Hill... Eskew & Gresham, 2500 Medinger Tower, Louisville, KY 
40223 (502 584-2500)
STAFF AIDE:
Loretta Bonner—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600)
INTERNATIONAL TAXATION SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To formulate and submit to Congress, the Treasury Department, and 
the Internal Revenue Service technical and policy recommendations for improvement 
of the federal tax process relating to the taxation of income from the international 
business activities of U.S. persons, nonresident aliens, and foreign corporations; to 
monitor and actively participate in the continuing interpretation of existing statutes; 
and to encourage CPA awareness of the emerging issues in this area.
Gerald T. Ball, Chairman... Arthur Andersen & Co., 133 Peachtree St., NE, 
Atlanta, GA 30303 (404 658-1776)
Charles W. Bee, Jr.... BDO Seidman, 15 Columbus Circle, New York, NY 
10023 (212 765-7500)
David A. Brady... The Dow Chemical Company, 2030 Dow Center, Ste. 354, 
Midland, MI 48674 (517 636-0461)
Charles L. Brezak... Grant Thornton, 605 Third Ave., New York, NY 10158 
(212 599-0100)
Saul T. Caisman... Peat Marwick Main & Co., 303 East Wacker Dr., 28th FL, 
Chicago, IL 60601 (312 938-5289)
Charles V. Fingal... Touche Ross & Co., 1000 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 
90017 (213 688-5134)
John W. Gunn.. . Ernst & Whinney, 2000 National City Center, 1300 Huntington 
Bldg., Cleveland, OH 44114 (216 861-5000)
Stanley E. Heyman. .. Kamo, Schwartz & Friedman, 16255 Ventura Blvd., 
Ste. 1200, Encino, CA 91436 (213 872-1800)
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Harvey B. Mogenson... Arthur Young, 3000 K St., NW, 5th Fl., Washington, 
DC 20007 (202 956-6091)
Michael L. Moore... University of Southern California, School of Accounting, 
Rm. 1421, Los Angeles, CA 90089 (213 743-8786)
Solomon Packer... Price Waterhouse, 153 East 53 St., New York, NY 10022 
(212 371-2000)
Gerald H. Ranzal... Spicer & Oppenheim, 7 World Trade Center, New York, 
NY 10048 (212 422-1000)
Edwin J. Reavey... Coopers & Lybrand, 1800 M St., NW, Washington, DC 
20036 (202 822-4258)
J. Ben Vernazza... Own Account, 1641 Calypso Dr., Aptos, CA 95003 
(408 688-3181)
Donald T. Williamson... American University, College of Business, Battelle 
Hall, 4400 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20016 (202 885-1942) 
STAFF AIDE:
Carol K. Shaffer—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Richard J. Stricof—BDO Seidman, 1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018 
(212 302-0100)
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LIAISON WITH STATE SOCIETY TAX COMMITTEES
OBJECTIVE: To actively maintain liaison with state society tax committees on matters 
of common interest in the area of federal taxation. Liaison would involve providing 
information to and responding to inquiries from the state society tax committees on 
activities of the Tax Division and national tax developments. The subcommittee 
would also receive information and make inquiries concerning federal tax issues of 
concern to the state societies. Members would be active communicators who know 
state society tax committee work and members in their area.
Michael E. Mares, Chairman... Rauch, Witt & Company, 739 Thimble Shoals 
Blvd., Ste. 405, Newport News, VA 23606 (804 873-1587)
Barry P. Arlinghaus... Miami University, School of Business Administration, 
Department of Accountancy, Oxford, OH 45056 (513 529-6216)
William D. Dean, Jr.... Cherry, Bekaert & Holland, Northpark Town Center, 
Bldg. 400, 1000 Abernathy Rd., Ste. 1010, Atlanta, GA 30328 (404 394-8000) 
Charles H. Elter... McBride, Shopa & Co., 270 Presidential Dr., Wilmington, 
DE 19807 (302 656-5500)
Richard D. Hellmold. .. Mann Judd Landau, 441 Stuart St., Boston, MA 02116 
(617 536-0020)
Gerald W. Keil. .. J.H. Cohn & Company, 75 Eisenhower Parkway, Roseland, NJ 
07068 (201 228-3500)
STAFF AIDES:
Edward S. Karl—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
John M. Sharbaugh—Director, Communications and State Society Relations 
(202 737-6600)
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Henry J. Ferrero, Jr.—Deloitte Haskins & Sells, 1001 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 
Ste. 350, Washington, DC 20004 (202 879-4925)
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PARTNERSHIP TAXATION SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To formulate and submit to Congress, the Treasury Department, and 
the Internal Revenue Service technical and policy recommendations for improve­
ment of the federal tax process relating to partners and partnerships.
G. Fred Streuling, Chairman... Brigham Young University, School of Accountancy, 
540 TNRB, Provo, UT 84602 (801 378-3100)
Lawrence S. Albert... Eisner & Lubin, 250 Park Ave., New York, NY 10177 
(212 370-9000)
Harvey J. Berger... Grant Thornton, 1850 M St., NW, Ste. 300, Washington, DC 
20036 (202 861-4108)
Richard S. Bobrow... Ernst & Whinney, 515 South Flower St., Ste. 2900,
Los Angeles, CA 90071 (213 621-1666)
William T. Carman... Arthur Andersen & Co., 717 17 St., Ste. 1900, Denver,
CO 80202 (303 295-1900)
Roxanne J. Coady... BDO Seidman, 15 Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023 
(212 765-7500)
James P. DeBree, Jr.... Deloitte Haskins & Sells, 333 South Grand Ave.,
Ste. 2800, Los Angeles, CA 90071 (213 253-4667)
Stephen F. Deviney... Zelenkofske, Axelrod & Co., Benjamin Fox Pavilion,
Ste. 615, Jenkintown, PA 19046 (215 572-7410)
Kenneth N. Orbach... Louisiana State University, Department of Accounting, 
College of Business Administration, 3101 CEBA, Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
(504 388-6214)
F. Richard Shapiro... Kenneth Leventhal & Company, 660 Newport Center Dr., 
Ste. 800, Newport Beach, CA 92660 (714 640-5000)
Irvin S. Shiffman... Kelly, Tama & Shiffman, 2121 North California Blvd.,
Ste. 900, Walnut Creek, CA 94596 (415 933-0133)
Harry L. Silverman... Coopers & Lybrand, One Post Office Square, Boston, 
MA 02109 (617 574-5225)
Stephen M. Walker... Rogoff, Diamond & Walker, 1001 Medical Arts, NE,
P.O. Box 25707, Albuquerque, NM 87102 (505 242-5271)
Alan E. Weiner... Holtz Rubenstein & Co., 445 Broad Hollow Rd., Melville, 
NY 11747 (516 752-7400)
Philip J. Wiesner... Peat Marwick Main & Co., 2001 M St., NW, Washington, 
DC 20036 (202 467-3892)
STAFF AIDE:
William J. Dunn—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
G. Fred Streuling—Brigham Young University, School of Accountancy, 540 
TNRB, Provo, UT 84602 (801 378-3100)
SECTION 469 TASK FORCE
OBJECTIVE: To follow the release of, analyze, and comment on temporary and 
proposed regulations relating to passive activity losses and credits under code sec­
tion 469; prepare regulatory testimony; foster legislative alternatives as appropriate.
Roxanne J. Coady, Chairman... BDO Seidman, 15 Columbus Circle, New York, 
NY 10023 (212 765-7500)
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Thomas J. Gotliboski... Arthur Andersen & Co., 711 Louisiana, Ste. 1300, 
Houston, TX 77002 (713 237-2323)
William E. Greaney, Jr... Deloitte Haskins & Sells, Wells Fargo Center,
333 South Grand, Ste. 2800, Los Angeles, CA 90071 (213 253-4600) 
Alan D. Lewis... Kenneth Leventhal & Co., 2000 K St., NW, Ste. 750, Washington, 
DC 20006 (202 775-1880)
Gail L. Pogge... Shenkin, Kurtz, Baker & Co., 5251 DTC Parkway, Ste. 1200, 
Englewood, CO 80111 (303 796-2600)
Harry L. Silverman... Coopers & Lybrand, One Post Office Square, Boston, 
MA 02109 (619 574-5252)
Philip J. Wiesner... Peat Marwick Main & Co., 2001 M St., NW, 5th Fl., 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 467-3800)
STAFF AIDE:
William J. Dunn—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600)
RESPONSIBILITIES IN TAX PRACTICE SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To identify and develop appropriate guidelines for responsibilities in 
tax practice and to disseminate information to CPAs to assist them in the implemen­
tation, observation, and application of such guidelines. To monitor and comment 
upon the development, promulgation and implementation of legislation and 
pronouncements issued by the Treasury Department and Internal Revenue Service 
related to tax practice by CPAs, and to advise CPAs concerning their responsibili­
ties in connection with such matters. To encourage the Internal Revenue Service to 
develop and implement commensurate guidelines for their personnel in the 
administration of tax laws, regulations and procedures.
Stuart Kessler, Chairman... Goldstein, Golub, Kessler & Company, P.C., 1185 
Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036 (212 523-1304)
Donald M. Edwards... Bums Robertson & Edwards, 3200 North Central Ave., 
Ste. 1240, Phoenix, AZ 85012 (602 266-0127)
Lionel I. Endsley... Price Waterhouse, 200 Renaissance Center, Ste. 3900, 
Detroit, MI 48243 (313 259-0500)
John C. Gardner... University of Wisconsin, College of Business Administration, 
Department of Accounting, La Crosse, WI 54601 (608 785-8646)
Earl D. Harriman... Windes & McClaughry Accountancy Corporation, P.O. Box 
87, Long Beach, CA 90802 (213 435-1191)
Harry F. Immerman... Coopers & Lybrand, 1251 Avenue of the Americas, 
New York, NY 10020 (212 536-2594)
Martin L. Kamerow... Harab, Kamerow & Associates, P.C., 11820 Parklawn Dr., 
Ste. 400, Rockville, MD 20852 (301 231-0600)
John W. Kerr, Jr.... 1160 Revere Point Rd., Virginia Beach, VA 23455 
(804 464-2837)
Mark Layton... Davis, Kinard & Co., P.C., 400 Pine St., Ste. 600, Abilene, TX 
79601 (915 672-4000)
John E. McDonald... Wallingford, McDonald, Fox & Co., P.C., 24 Greenway 
Plaza, Ste. 1212, Houston, TX 77046 (713 850-8787)
Victor B. Noschese... Arthur Young, 277 Park Ave., New York, NY 10172 
(212 407-2322)
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Walter M. Primoff... New York State Society of CPAs, 200 Park Ave., 10th Fl., 
New York, NY 10166 (212 973-8300)
Joseph V. Richards... Ernst & Whinney, 1300 Huntington Bldg., Cleveland, OH 
44115 (216 861-5000)
Jean L. Rothbarth. .. Arthur Andersen & Co., 69 West Washington, Chicago, IL 
60602 (312 507-2827)
STAFF AIDE:
Lisa A. Winton—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Herbert J. Lerner—Ernst & Whinney, 1225 Connecticut Ave., NW, Ste. 600, 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 862-6258)
S CORPORATION TAXATION SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To formulate and submit to Congress, the Treasury Department and 
the Internal Revenue Service technical and policy recommendations for improvement 
of the federal tax process related to taxation of S Corporations and shareholders.
J. Fred Kubik, Chairman... F. B. Kubik & Company, 125 North Market, 
Ste. 925, Wichita, KS 67202 (316 265-2811)
Lorence L. Bravenec... Texas A&M University, College of Business Administration, 
Department of Accounting, College Station, TX 77843 (409 845-4384)
Kenneth H. Heller... George Mason University, Department of Accounting/BULE, 
4400 University Dr., Fairfax, VA 22030 (703 323-2752)
Laurence A. Herrup... Price Waterhouse, 1 East Broward Ave., Fort Lauderdale, 
FL 33301 (305 462-6280)
Robert Kruger... Peat Marwick Main & Co., 100 Middle St. Plaza, Portland, 
ME 04101 (207 774-5871)
John J. Murphy, Jr.. .. Arthur Young, 101 North Tyron St., Charlotte, NC 28246 
(704 372-6300)
Thomas P. Ochsenschlager... Grant Thornton, 1850 M St., NW, Ste. 300, 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 296-7800)
C. Murray Saylor.. . Touche Ross & Co., 225 Peachtree St., NE, Ste. 1400, 
Atlanta, GA 30043 (404 586-6755)
Samuel P. Starr. .. Coopers & Lybrand, 1800 M St., NW, Washington, DC 
20036 (202 822-4000)
Richard L. Thomas... Arthur Andersen & Co., 69 West Washington St., 
Chicago, IL 60602 (312 580-0069)
Douglas A. Trueheart... Freidman & Fuller, P.C., 6120 Executive Blvd., 8th Fl., 
Rockville, MD 20852 (301 468-2121)
STAFF AIDE:
William J. Dunn—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Julian D. Berlin, Jr.—Yount, Hyde & Barbour, 50 South Cameron St., P.O. Box 
2560, Winchester, VA 22601 (703 662-3417)
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OBJECTIVE: To formulate and submit to the Congress, the Treasury Department, and 
the Internal Revenue Service technical and policy recommendations for improvements 
in the federal tax process relating to small business enterprises; to deal with problems 
of small business in various tax matters; and to assist, or accept assignments from 
other subcommittees in areas of legislation, regulation or administration specifi­
cally designed as incentives to or which impact upon small business enterprises.
Thomas E. Reardon, Chairman... Peat Marwick Main & Co., 1700 IDS Center, 
80 South 8 St., Minneapolis, MN 55402 (612 337-9411)
Allan H. Cohen... Arthur Andersen & Co., One International Pl., 100 Oliver 
St., Boston, MA 02110 (617 330-4000)
William M. Grooms... Arthur Young, 1611 Devonshire Dr., Columbia, SC 29204 
(803 254-4700)
Robert L. Haddad.. . Price Waterhouse, 160 Federal St., Boston, MA 02110
(617 439-4390)
Thomas R. Hoffman... Shenkin, Kurtz, Baker & Co., P.C., 5251 DTC Parkway, 
Ste. 1200, Englewood, CO 80111 (303 796-2600)
Daryl W. Jackson... Roberts, Halt & Co., 1201 East Abingdon Dr., Ste. 201, 
Alexandria, VA 22314 (703 836-1350)
Louise S. Jackson... Louise S. Jackson, P.C., 4350 Georgetown Square,
Ste. 720-426, Dunwoody, GA 30338 (404 451-1720)
Michael J. Knight.. . Own Account, 1175 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield, CT 
06430 (203 368-2228)
Jerry L. Lerman... Goldstein, Golub, Kessler and Co., P.C., 1185 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York, NY 10036 (212 523-1305)
Jerome A. Mauer. .. Clifton, Gunderson & Co., 900 Commercial National Bank 
Bldg., Peoria, IL 61602 (309 671-4500)
Michael J. Predhomme... Michael J. Predhomme, P.C., 1747 Penobscot Bldg., 
Detroit, MI 48226 (313 961-9250)
Wendell L. Quist... Seim, Johnson, Sestak & Quist, 10831 Old Mill Rd., 
Omaha, NE 68154 (402 330-2660)
Elaine M. Tiegen... Own Account, 5401 Collins Ave., Ste. 149, Miami, FL 
33140 (305 868-1040)
Harris W. Widmer... Widmer Roel & Co., Ltd., 317 South University Dr., 
Fargo, ND 58103 (701 237-5861)
STAFF AIDES:
William J. Dunn—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
Robert E. Moran—Technical Manager, Federal Government Relations 
(202 737-6600)
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Alan K. Bloom—J.H. Cohn & Company, 75 Eisenhower Parkway, Roseland, NJ 
07068 (201 227-3500)
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STATE AND LOCAL TAXATION SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To consider and formulate recommendations for improving the 
federal, state, and local government interrelationship, law conformity, and adminis­
tration of shared tax information; to assist and work with other subcommittees in 
areas of legislation, regulation, or administration which impact on the federal, 
state, and local interrelationship.
Ellen J. Feaver, Chairman... State of Montana, Department of Administration, 
Sam W. Mitchell Bldg., Rm. 155, Helena, MT 59620 (406 444-2032) 
Seymour F. Bernstein. .. Deloitte Haskins & Sells, One World Trade Center, 
New York, NY 10048 (212 669-5363)
John Joseph Cronin... Touche Ross & Co., 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 
10019 (212 489-3276)
William B. Curlee... Arthur Andersen & Co., 911 Wilshire Blvd., 20th Fl., 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 (213 614-6560)
J. Terry Eager... Price Waterhouse, 455 Capitol Mall, Ste. 660, Sacramento, CA 
95814 (916 441-2370)
Douglas J. Green... Peat Marwick Main & Co., 345 Park Ave., New York, NY 
10154 (212 872-5915)
Ronald I. Heller... Torkildson, Katz, Jossem, Fonseca & Moore, Amfac Bldg., 
15th Fl., 700 Bishop St., Honolulu, HI 96813 (808 521-1051)
Thomas A. Jones... GTE Data Services, Inc., P.O. Box 1548, Tampa, FL 33601 
(813 224-3131)
Philip L. Krevitsky... Arthur Young, 277 Park Ave., 21st Fl., New York, NY 
10172 (212 407-2181)
Leonard R. Powers... Arthur Andersen & Co., 111 SW Columbia St., Portland, 
OR 97201 (503 220-6035)
William L. Robertson... Ernst & Whinney, One Indian Square, Ste. 3400, 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 (317 236-1100)
Grant H. Schettler... Coopers & Lybrand, 333 Market St., San Francisco, CA 
94105 (415 957-3462)
Mark F. Turk... Walthall & Drake, 1300 Keith Bldg., Cleveland, OH 44115
(216 696-2330)
STAFF AIDES:
Lisa A. Winton—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600)
Joseph P. Petito—Technical Manager, State Legislation Department (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Herbert J. Lerner—Ernst & Whinney, 1225 Connecticut Ave., NW, Ste. 600, 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 862-6258)
STATE TAX CONFORMITY TASK FORCE
OBJECTIVE: To identify conformity issues of greatest importance; compile prac­
tices in each state for these conformity issues; contact other organizations to deter­
mine their positions and activities on priority issues, and recommend to the full 
committee a plan of action for addressing priority issues.
Philip L. Krevistsky, Chairman... Arthur Young, 277 Park Ave., 21st Fl.,
New York, NY 10172 (212 407-2181)
Thomas A. Jones... GTE Data Services, Inc., P.O. Box 1548, Tampa, FL 33601 
(813 224-3131)
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Ronald I. Heller... Torkildson, Katz, Jossem, Fonseca & Moore, Amfac Bldg., 
15th Fl., 700 Bishop St., Honolulu, HI 96813 (808 521-1051)
Grant H. Schettler... Coopers & Lybrand, 333 Market St., San Francisco, CA 
94105 (415 957-3462)
Mark F. Turk.. . Walthall & Drake, 1300 Keith Bldg., Cleveland, OH 44116
(215 696-2330)
STAFF AIDE:
Lisa A. Winton—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600)
TAX ACCOUNTING SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To formulate and submit to Congress, the Treasury Department, and 
the Internal Revenue Service administrative, technical and policy recommendations 
for improvements of the federal tax process relating to tax accounting periods and 
tax methods of accounting.
Lawrence F. Portnoy, Chairman... Price Waterhouse, 1801 K St., NW, Washington, 
DC 20006 (202 296-0800)
Gary E. Blum... BDO Seidman, 1200 Statler Towers, Buffalo, NY 14202
(716 853-9333)
Frank C. Devlin, Jr... . Deloitte Haskins & Sells, 1001 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 
Ste. 350, Washington, DC 20004 (202 879-4910)
Herbert F. Feldman... Louis C. Grossberg Company, 5454 Wisconsin Ave.,
Ste. 1300, Chevy Chase, MD 20815 (301 657-4222)
Donal E. Flannery. .. Peat Marwick Main & Co., 2001 M St., NW, 5th FL, 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 467-3811)
Richard W. Garrett... Coopers & Lybrand, 1800 M St., NW, Washington, DC 
20036 (202 822-4237)
David L. Glesenkamp... Ford, Brinkerhoff & Koehler, 9000 Keystone Crossing, 
Ste. 600, Indianapolis, IN 46240 (317 844-7993)
James C. Godbout... Ernst & Whinney, 1225 Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington, 
DC 20036 (202 862-6263)
Bruce M. Greenwald... Arthur Young, 277 Park Ave., New York, NY 10172 
(212 407-2164)
Harold Levine... Levine & Levine, P.C., 167 Worcester St., Wellesley Hills, MA 
02181 (617 237-0622)
Alan D. Lewis... Kenneth Leventhal & Company, 2000 K St., NW, Ste. 750, 
Washington, DC 20006 (202 775-1880)
Thomas J. Purcell, HI... Creighton University, College of Business Administration, 
2500 California St., Omaha, NE 68178 (402 280-2062)
Katherine M. Rowe... Pulakos & Alongi, Ltd., 5700 Harper Dr., NE, Ste. 320, 
Albuquerque, NM 87109 (505 821-1600)
William R. Sutherland... Own Account, 4 Carpenter’s Run, Cincinnati, OH 
45241 (513 984-4320)
Joseph J. Tapajna... Arthur Andersen & Co., 33 West Monroe St., Chicago, IL 
60603 (312 580-0033)
Sheldon Zorfas. . . Spicer Oppenheim, 7 World Trade Center, New York, NY 
10048 (212 422-1000)
STAFF AIDE:
Carol B. Ferguson—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Donald C. Wiese—Touche Ross & Co., 1900 M St., NW, Washington, DC 20036 
(202 955-4213)
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TAX COMPUTER APPLICATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To develop practice for the application and quality control of com­
puters to tax practice; to monitor all matters related to the applications of computers 
in tax practice, including IRS use; to survey Tax Division membership; to determine 
uses of computer equipment by tax practitioners and to disseminate the results 
through appropriate channels; to review and develop information pertinent to soft­
ware and hardware developments as related to tax practice; and to act as liaison 
with other AICPA bodies concerned with the issue.
Wilburn C. Robinson, Chairman... Cherry, Bekaert & Holland, 111 Second Ave., 
NE, St. Petersburg, FL 33701 (813 822-8811)
Michael L. Bonner... Larry E. Nunn & Associates, Inc., 2545 Foxpointe Dr., 
Columbus, IN 47203 (812 376-3061)
Howard M. Davidson... Jerald J. Rotenberg & Co., 500 First Federal Plaza, 
Rochester, NY 14614 (716 546-1158)
Garland W. Dorries... Rubino & McGeehin, Chartered, 4927 Auburn Ave., 
Bethesda, MD 20814 (301 654-8813)
Tonya K. Flesher... University of Mississippi, School of Accountancy, Connor 
Hall, Rm. 109, University, MS 38677 (601 232-7468)
Sam A. Hicks... Virginia Tech, Department of Accounting, Blacksburg, VA 
24061 (703 961-6591)
L. Ward Holdridge. .. Ernst & Whinney, One Constitution Plaza, Hartford, CT 
06103 (203 247-3100)
Thomas Horst* ... Deloitte Haskins & Sells, 1001 Pennsylvania Ave., NW,
Ste. 350, Washington, DC 20004 (202 897-4900)
Jeffery Knepper* ... Touche Ross & Co., 1900 M St., NW, Washington, DC 
20036 (202 955-4229)
Jay J. Levine... Price Waterhouse, 1251 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 
10020 (212 819-5066)
Cary R. Mikles... BDO Seidman, 99 Monroe Ave., NW, Ste. 800, Grand Rapids, 
MI 49503 (616 774-7000)
C. Eugene Prescott... Farley, Prescott, Mizelle & Co., Inc., P.O. Box 1466,
208 East 3 St., Greenville, NC 27835 (919 752-7137)
Robert L. Rubenstein... Lerch, Early, Roseman & Frankel, 3 Bethesda Metro 
Center, 10th FL, Bethesda, MD 20814 (301 657-0159)
Richard Frank Styvaert... Consultant, P.O. Box 80882, San Diego, CA 92138 
(619 223-5566)
Robert C. Wynne... Salada, Wynne, Loncto & Kling, 661 Main St., Niagara 
Falls, NY 14301 (716 285-9391)
STAFF AIDE:
James S. Clark, Jr.—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
James E. Wheeler—University of Michigan, Graduate School of Business 
Administration, Ann Arbor, MI 48109 (313 764-2322)
*Consultant
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TAX DIVISION ADMINISTRATIVE SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To monitor activities relative to the administrative manual, meeting 
and program design, staff matters, appointments, awards and continuous surveil­
lance of the organization and operation of the Tax Division as a whole. Members 
should be experienced veterans of the Tax Division.
George E. Tornwall, Chairman... Cherry, Bekaert & Holland, 111 2 Ave., NE, 
Ste. 1200, St. Petersburg, FL 33707 (813 345-3183)
Robert I. Karon.. . Schweitzer, Rubin, Gottlieb & Karon, 1420 Twin City Federal 
Tower, Minneapolis, MN 55402 (612 339-7811)
William L. Raby... 30 East Bishop, Tempe, AZ 85282 (602 921-3118) 
Dominic Tarantino... Price Waterhouse, 1251 Avenue of the Americas, New York, 
NY 10020 (212 489-8900)
STAFF AIDE:
Kenneth F. Thomas—Director, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600)
TAX DIVISION COMMUNICATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To monitor activities relative to internal and external communications, 
including meeting notices, minutes, mailings of all kinds, periodicals, The Tax 
Adviser, the Newsletter, publications and public relations activities and programs 
(except government below); to establish procedures for costing and marketing prac­
tice aids and other materials prepared by the Tax Division. The subcommittee 
would also have responsibility for relations with other divisions of the AICPA. 
Members should have expertise in written and verbal communications.
Albert B. Ellentuck, Chairman... Laventhol & Horwath, 1101 17 St., NW, 
Ste. 1200, Washington, DC 20036 (202 296-2250)
Bernard Barnett... Own Account, 15 Columbus Circle, 7th Fl., New York, NY 
10023 (212 765-7500)
Kevin F. Reilly... Pannell Kerr Forster, 1155 15 St., NW, Ste. 1000, Washington, 
DC 20005 (202 331-4000)
Harvey Tabin... Mann Judd Landau, 230 Park Ave., New York, NY 10169 
(212 661-5500)
Peter F. Zimmermann. .. Berlin, Karam & Ramos, P.A., 8484 Georgia Ave., 
3rd Fl. Silver Spring, MD 20910 (301 589-9000)
STAFF AIDES:
William R. Stromsem—Director, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600)
John M. Sharbaugh—Director, Communications and State Society Relations 
(202 737-6600)
TAX EDUCATION SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To continually review graduate and undergraduate tax education (and 
the CPE division tax output) with a view to recommending to the educational com­
munity (or the CPE division) changes in course content, curricula or accreditation 
rules for graduate tax programs or which are responsive to the needs of practitioners. 
To coordinate or assist in coordinating other tax education activities within the 
federal tax division.
Jack S. Oppenheimer, Chairman. . . Geller, Ragans, James, Oppenheimer & 
Creel, 111 North Orange Ave., Ste. 1100, Orlando, FL 32801 (305 425-4636)
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Ronald Collis... Collis, Kopmeyer, Hoag & Co., P.C., 30100 Telegraph Rd.,
Ste. 222, Birmingham, MI 48010 (313 258-5500)
Frank A. Condie... Utah State University, School of Accountancy, Logan, UT 
84322 (801 750-2332)
Michael D. Cunningham... Laventhol & Horwath, Two Center Plaza, 6th Fl., 
Boston, MA 02108 (617 742-6100)
Gregory R. Fraizer... Peat Marwick Main & Co., 3 Chestnut Ridge Rd., 
Montvale, NJ 07645 (201 307-7626)
J. Randall Gardner... University of Missouri-Kansas City, 5300 Rockhill, #205, 
Kansas City, MO 64110 (816 276-2218)
Carl A. Loden... Coopers & Lybrand, 701 East Franklin, Ste. 1000, Richmond, 
VA 23219 (804 643-0234)
Michael S. Lux... Touche Ross & Co., 1900 M St., NW, Washington, DC 20036 
(202 955-4226)
Albert R. Mitchell... Arthur Young, 1950 Roland Clarke Place, Reston, VA 
22091 (703 648-2259)
Walter F. O’Connor... Fordham University, Graduate School of Business,
113 West 60 St., New York, NY 10023 (212 841-5651)
Jeffrey A. Porter... Weeks and Porter, 3327B U.S. Route 60 East, P.O. Box 8129, 
Huntington, WV 25705 (304 522-2553)
Julian R. Sayre... Clifton, Gunderson & Co., 335 North Wilmot, Ste. 300, 
Tucson, AZ 85711 (602 790-3500)
Caroline D. Strobel... University of South Carolina, College of Business 
Administration, Columbia, SC 29208 (803 777-2713)
Joseph G. Walsh... Golden Gate University, School of Taxation, 536 Mission St., 
San Francisco, CA 94105 (415 442-7232)
STAFF AIDE:
Lisa A. Winton—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
James G. Sprinkel—Morris & Sprinkel, 721 North Market St., Harrisonburg, VA 
22801 (703 434-1706)
TASK FORCE TO REVIEW CPA EXAM TAX QUESTIONS
OBJECTIVE: To recommend to the AICPA Board of Examiners suggestions for 
improvement in the quality of tax questions on the CPA exam.
Julian R. Sayre, Chairman... Clifton, Gunderson & Co., 335 North Wilmot, 
Ste. 300, Tucson, AZ 85711 (602 790-3500)
A.J. Cheifetz... Own Account, 3852 North Fifteenth Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85015 
(602 279-5744)
Frank A. Condie... Utah State University, School of Accountancy, Logan, UT 
84322 (801 750-2332)
Anna C. Fowler. .. University of Texas at Austin, Department of Accounting, 
CBA 4M.202, Austin, TX 78712 (512 471-9473)
J. Randall Gardner... University of Missouri-Kansas City, 5300 Rockhill,
Ste. 205, Kansas City, MO 64110 (816 276-2218)
Carl A. Loden... Coopers & Lybrand, 701 E. Franklin, Ste. 1000, Richmond, VA 
23219 (804 643-0234)
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Walter M. Primoff... New York State Society of CPAs, 200 Park Ave., New York, 
NY 10166-0010 (212 973-8300)
Joseph G. Walsh... Golden Gate University, School of Taxation, 536 Mission St., 
San Francisco, CA 94105 (415 442-7232)
STAFF AIDE:
Lisa A. Winton—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600)
TAX EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To formulate and submit to Congress, the Treasury Department, and 
the Internal Revenue Service technical and policy recommendations for improve­
ment of the federal tax process relating to tax exempt organizations.
David V. Kohmescher, Chairman... Peat Marwick Main & Co., 3100 First 
Wisconsin Center, 777 East Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53202 (414 276-4200) 
Marshall J. Besikof... Lurie, Eiger, Besikof & Co., 2501 Wayzata Blvd., 
Minneapolis, MN 55405 (612 377-4404)
Robert A. Docili... Hood and Strong, 101 California St., Ste. 1500, San 
Francisco, CA 94111 (415 781-0793)
Phillip G. Royalty... Ernst & Whinney, 1225 Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington, 
DC 20036 (202 862-6272)
Frank N. Vito... Pannell Kerr Forster, 1155 15 St., NW, Ste. 1000, Washington, 
DC 20005 (202 331-4000)
Donald E. Wilson... Touche Ross & Co., 200 Renaissance Center, 16th Fl., 
Detroit, MI 48243 (313 446-1500)
STAFF AIDE:
Carol K. Shaffer—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
David J. Sibits—Hausser + Taylor, 1000 Eaton Center, 1111 Superior Ave., 
Cleveland, OH 44114 (216 523-1900)
TAX FORMS SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To review federal tax forms, instructions and publications and to 
submit to the Internal Revenue Service recommendations for simplification and 
revisions where required. The review shall be done in close cooperation with the 
members of the Tax Forms Coordinating Committee of the Internal Revenue Service.
Robert L. Jones, Chairman... Laventhol & Horwath, 1101 17 St., NW, Ste. 1200, 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 296-2250)
Eric Brandeis... Research Institute of America, Inc., 90 Fifth Ave., New York, 
NY 10011 (212 645-4800)
William Capels. .. William Capels, Chartered, 9416 Indian School Rd., NE, 
Albuquerque, NM 87112 (505 294-3040)
Robert S. Carroll... Arthur Andersen & Co., 2803 Fruitville Rd., Sarasota, FL 
34237 (813 365-9469)
J. Keith Christensen. . . Christensen & King, 718 Jadwin, Richland, WA 99352 
(509 946-9673)
Harry M. Donaldson... Donaldson & West, P.C., Three Office Park Circle, 
Ste. 107, Birmingham, AL 35223 (205 870-7660)
Alan R. Einhorn... Garner, Bloom & Klein, Chartered, 8401 Colesville Rd.,
Ste. 500, Silver Spring, MD 20910 (301 585-5300)
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Christine Paulus Engel... 4705 E. Platt, Fresno, CA 93702 (209 992-2131) 
Arthur F. Kersh... Kersh & Schamber, 1316 Hardy St., Hattiesburg, MS 39401 
(601 544-8271)
Jesse P. Matthews, Jr.... Matthews and Company, P.O. Box 16389, Jackson, MS 
39236 (601 981-1966)
Carolyn D. Metzger... Metzger & Mancini, P.O. Box 4143, South Bend, IN 
46634 (219 232-9973)
Gerald J. Roth... Mann Judd Landau, 230 Park Ave., New York, NY 10169 
(212 661-5500)
S. Richard Royster.. . Geo. S. Olive & Co., Citizens Bank Bldg., 14th Fl., 
P.O. Box 628, Evansville, IN 47704 (812 428-6500)
Ronald I. Ruby... CCH-Computax, 601 Nash St., M/S 16B, El Segundo, CA 
90245 (213 335-5651)
Joe R. Stafford. .. Stafford & Co., 5310-G Liberty Rd., Greensboro, NC 27406 
(919 674-7901)
Ralph E. Wisian... Gerhardt & Puckett, P.O. Box 9538, Amarillo, TX 79105 
(806 376-5576)
STAFF AIDE:
Edward S. Karl—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Julian D. Berlin, Jr.—Yount, Hyde & Barbour, 50 South Cameron St., P.O. Box 
2560, Winchester, VA 22601 (703 662-3417)
TAX LEGISLATIVE LIAISON SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To assume responsibility for the image and effectiveness of the Tax 
Division with government; to assure that Tax Division activities are considered 
constructive and in the public interest; to avoid appearance of a self-serving pos­
ture; to advise and coordinate legislative recommendations; to cooperate with 
others in the AICPA in government activities; and, to coordinate the activities and 
meetings of other subcommittees with government. Members should have knowledge 
of the political process and have good written and verbal communication skills.
David A. Berenson, Chairman... Ernst & Whinney, 1225 Connecticut Ave., NW, 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 862-7521)
David J. Kautter... Arthur Young, 3000 K St., NW, Washington, DC 20007 
(202 956-6184)
Pamela J. Pecarich... Coopers & Lybrand, 1800 M St., NW, Washington, DC 
20036 (202 822-4239)
Gerald G. Portney* ... Peat Marwick Main & Co., 2001 M St., NW, Washington, 
DC 20036 (202 467-3836)
Bernard M. Shapiro... Price Waterhouse, 1801 K St., NW, Ste. 700, Washington, 
DC 20006 (202 296-0800)
Susan Willey* ... McGladrey & Pullen, Merchants National Bank Bldg., 10th FL, 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52401 (319 366-2791)
STAFF AIDES:
Donald H. Skadden—Vice President, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
Mary Frances Widner—Vice President, Legislative Affairs (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Frank J. O’Connell, Jr.—Laventhol & Horwath, 1101 17 St., NW, Ste. 1200, 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 463-0700) 
*Consultant
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TAX POLICY AND PLANNING SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To assume responsibility for the preparation and maintenance of 
documents, statements and position papers dealing with significant matters of tax 
policy; to provide adequate research and thoughtful consideration of such matters 
since many will affect the image and reputation of the profession; to assume 
responsibility for identifying future issues affecting the profession and the Tax 
Division and to develop strategic planning responses. Members should have knowl­
edge of current and future issues of the profession as well as drafting skills.
Gerald W. Padwe, Chairman. .. Touche Ross & Co., 1900 M St., NW, 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 955-4214)
Nathan Adler... Arthur Young, 277 Park Ave., New York, NY 10172 (212 407-1500) 
Barry C. Broden... University of Hartford Tax Institute, 200 Bloomfield Ave., 
West Hartford, CT 06117 (203 243-4271)
Kathryn C. Buckner... Own Account, 7357 Ono Rd., Palmetto, GA 30268 
(404 463-4567)
Nicholas J. Crocetti.. . Glickman, Berkovitz, Levinson & Weiner, P.C., One 
Breyer Office Park, Ste. 200, Elkins Park, PA 19117 (215 248-0200)
Irwin R. Ettinger... Commercial Credit Corporation, 65 East 55 St., New York, 
NY 10022 (212 891-8900)
Peter J. Hart... Price Waterhouse, 1251 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 
10020 (212 489-8900)
Matthew C. Kessler. .. Grant Thornton, 600 Prudential Plaza, Chicago, IL 60601 
(312 856-0200)
Allan I. Kruger. .. Allan I. Kruger, P.A., 400 North Andrews Ave., Fort 
Lauderdale, FL 33301 (305 523-1414)
Dan L. Mendelson... Deloitte Haskins & Sells, 1001 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 
Ste. 350, Washington, DC 20004 (202 879-4980)
Edmund Outslay... Michigan State University, Accounting Department, Eppley 
Center, East Lansing, MI 48824 (517 355-7486)
William E. Philbrick... Greenberg, Rosenblatt, Kull & Bitsoli, P.C., 306 Main 
St., Worcester, MA 01615 (617 791-0901)
John J. Szymanski... The Rouse Company, Rouse Headquarters Bldg., 10275 
Little Patuxent Parkway, Columbia, MD 21044 (301 992-6468)
Ralph C. Youngberg... Own Account, 612 First St., NW, Albuquerque, NM 
87125 (505 843-7801)
STAFF AIDE:
Carol B. Ferguson—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
James E. Wheeler—University of Michigan, Graduate School of Business 
Administration, Ann Arbor, MI 48109 (313 764-2322)
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TAX PRACTICE GUIDES SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To create and assemble various practice guides for distribution to 
members, including checklists, sample engagement letters, standard election word­
ing, and other practice guides useful to members including a mechanism for technical 
support. Marketing of practice guides will be the responsibility of the Communica­
tions Subcommittee.
Rick G. Betts, Chairman... McFarland & Alton, 1800 Seafirst Financial Center, 
Spokane, WA 99201 (509 747-2600)
Colin E. Blalock... Jones and Kolb, Ten Piedmont Center, Ste. 100, Atlanta, GA 
30305 (404 262-7920)
Robert L. Holman... Cherry, Bekaert & Holland, 2020 Remount Rd., Gastonia, 
NC 28054 (704 865-2396)
Terri L. Husberg. .. 5775 Wayzata Blvd., Ste. 700, Minneapolis, MN 55416
(612 591-5953)
Larry B. Kominsky... Spicer & Oppenheim, 222 South Riverside Plaza, Ste. 800, 
Chicago, IL 60606 (312 648-1211)
James F. Pinner... Bourgeois, Bennett, Thokey & Hickey, Heritage Plaza,
111 Veterans Blvd., Ste. 800, Metairie, LA 70005 (504 831-4949)
Richard C. Simma.. . Simma, Flottemesch & Orenstein, Ltd., 103 North
Knowles Ave., P.O. Box 158, New Richmond, WI 54017 (715 246-5777)
B. Quinn Waters... Purvis, Gray & Company, 222 NE First St., Gainesville, FL 
32601 (904 378-2461)
Michael S. Wolff... Grant Thornton, 605 Third Ave., New York, NY 10158
(212 599-0100)
STAFF AIDE:
James S. Clark, Jr.—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
James G. Sprinkel—Morris & Sprinkel, 721 North Market St., Harrisonburg, VA 
22801 (703 434-1706)
TAX PRACTICE AND PROCEDURES SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To act as a liaison for the AICPA Tax Division with the Treasury 
Department and the Internal Revenue Service on technical and policy recommenda­
tions for the improvement of the federal tax process on procedural and general 
administrative matters and to formulate and submit to Congress policy recommen­
dations for improvement related to procedural and general administrative matters.
Ira Bergman, Chairman... Bergman, Schraier & Co., 7777 Bonhomme, Ste. 1501, 
St. Louis, MO 63105 (314 727-2002)
Peter W. Brunson... McCarthy & Brunson, P.C., 1717 Louisiana NE, Ste. 205, 
Albuquerque, NM 87110 (505 262-2071)
Walter T. Coppinger. .. Arthur Young, 2121 San Jacinto St., Ste. 500, Dallas, TX 
75201 (214 969-8470)
H. Kenneth Fleishman... Kaufman, Davis, Ruebelmann, Posner & Kurtz, 7475 
Wisconsin Ave., Ste. 700, Bethesda, MD 20814 (301 951-3636)
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Richard A. Goodman... Laventhol & Horwath, 40 Skokie Blvd., Ste. 500, 
Northbrook, IL 60062 (312 498-3400)
Alan L. Kline... Ernst & Whinney, 1800 South Tower, 225 Peachtree St., NE, 
Atlanta, GA 30303 (404 653-9150)
Howard T. Martin... Own Account, International Square, Ste. 400, 1825 I St., 
NW, Washington, DC 20006 (202 429-2022)
Marianne Micco... Merrigan & Associates, 8900 Ward Parkway, Kansas City, 
MO 64114 (816 363-8900)
Eileen J. O’Connor... Grant Thornton, 1850 M St., NW, Ste. 300, Washington, 
DC 20036 (202 861-4158)
Frank D. Seffinger... Yale & Seffinger, P.C., 300 South Jackson, Ste. 300, 
Denver, CO 80209 (303 320-4404)
Richard W. Sexson, Jr.... Own Account, 10333 North Meridian St., Ste. 120A, 
Indianapolis, IN 46290 (317 844-6458)
Michael H. Shulkin... Altschuler, Melvoin and Glasser, 30 South Wacker Dr., 
Ste. 2500, Chicago, IL 60606 (312 207-2835)
Richard D. Thorsen... Charles Bailly & Company, 3000 Piper Jaffray Tower, 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 (612 334-3000)
Donald H. Waterman.. . Touche Ross & Co., 250 East Wisconsin Ave., 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 (414 276-0180)
STAFF AIDE:
Edward S. Karl—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Richard M. Glennon—Peat Marwick Main & Co., 2001 M St., NW, 5th FL, 
Washington, DC 20036 (202 457-3000)
TAX PRACTICE MANAGEMENT SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To monitor all matters related to the management and scope of the tax 
function within the practice unit, except for those areas assigned to the Tax Educa­
tion Subcommittee, Responsibilities Subcommittee and Practice Aids Subcommittee; 
to specifically monitor matters dealing with unauthorized practice of law, privileged 
communication and working paper access.
Albert Kushinsky, Chairman... Strait, Kushinsky & Company, 102 South Tejon, 
Colorado Springs, CO 80903 (719 471-4290)
Norman A. Barker.. . Ernst & Whinney, 18400 Von Karman Ave., Ste. 800, 
Irvine, CA 92715 (714 863-3010)
Jacob R. Brandzel. .. Laventhol & Horwath, 1845 Walnut St., 19th Fl., 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 (215 299-1660)
Steven J. Brown... Rubin, Brown, Gornstein & Co., 230 South Bemiston Ave., 
St. Louis, MO 63105 (314 727-8150)
Steven M. Bullard... Baird, Kurtz & Dobson, 901 East St. Louis St., Ste. 1400, 
Springfield, MO 65801 (417 831-7283)
Willet R. Bushnell... Bushnell & McMahon, P.O. Box 871684, Wasilla, AK 
99687 (907 376-4195)
Madlyn M. Harrell... BDO Seidman, 500 Citicorp Center, 1200 Smith St., 
Houston, TX 77002 (713 659-6551)
Martin L. Kaminsky. .. Israeloff, Trattner & Co., 4 East 34 St., 5th FL,
New York, NY 10016 (212 685-1400)
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Deraid L. Lyons... Yanari, Watson, Lyons & Co., P.C., 7955 East Arapahoe Ct., 
Ste. 3000, Englewood, CO 80112 (303 694-4640)
Lawrence I. Morgan... Pannell Kerr Forster, 420 Lexington Ave., New York, 
NY 10170 (212 867-8000)
Robert M. Pielech.. . Pielech & Pielech, 300 Union St., New Bedford, MA 
02740 (617 996-3974)
Janies W. Sansone, Jr.... Hutton, Nelson & McDonald, 814 Commerce Dr., 
Ste. 300, Oak Brook, IL 60521 (312 573-5400)
Joseph T. Senko.. . Joseph T. Senko & Associates, Inc., 275 Curry Hollow Rd., 
P.O. Box 18062, Pittsburgh, PA 15236 (412 892-2900)
Anne M. Yamamoto... Frank, Rimerman & Co., 770 Welch Rd., Palo Alto, CA 
94304 (415 328-3103)
STAFF AIDE:
James S. Clark, Jr.—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600) 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE LIAISON:
Richard J. Stricof—BDO Seidman, 1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018 
(212 302-0100)
TAX PRACTICE GUIDELINES TASK FORCE
OBJECTIVE: To develop guidelines or standards for good tax practice. It is 
expected that such guidelines will form the basis for (a) a Tax Division practice aid 
to assist firms in assessing and evaluating their tax practices, and (b) a PCPS volun­
tary program of quality review of tax practice.
Bernard Werner, Chairman.. . Kipnis & Karchmer, 50 West 40 St., New York, 
NY 10018 (212 221-6330)
Edward Bush.. . Meaden & Moore, 1010 Huntington Bldg., Cleveland, OH 44115 
(216 241-3272)
Robert R. Hill... Eskew & Gresham, 2500 Meidinger Tower, Louisville, KY 
40202 (502 584-2500)
Ronald S. Katch... Katch, Tyson & Company, 191 Waukegan Rd., Northfield, IL 
60093 (312 446-0550)
Leonard Podolin. .. Arthur Andersen & Co., 69 West Washington St., Chicago, 
IL 60602 (312 580-0069)
William L. Raby... Touche Ross & Co., 30 E. Bishop, Tempe, AZ 85282 
(602 921-3118)
David R. Ward.. . Lowrimore, Warwick & Company, P.O. Box 661, Wilmington, 
NC 28402 (919 762-9671)
Anne M. Yamamoto. . . Frank, Rimerman & Co., 770 Welch Rd., Palo Alto, CA 
94304 (415 328-3103)
STAFF AIDE:
James S. Clark, Jr.—Technical Manager, Federal Taxation (202 737-6600)
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TAX SIMPLIFICATION AND EFFICIENCY SUBCOMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE: To work actively in the area of simplification and efficiency; to deal 
with broad conceptual matters that would improve the tax process; to coordinate its 
efforts with other subcommittees; and to have an extensive understanding of the 
political process and seek improvements that are in the public interest.
Jay Starkman, Chairman... Jay Starkman, P.C., 18 Executive Park Dr., Ste. 1805, 
Atlanta, GA 30329 (404 636-1400)
Robert M. Brown... Peat Marwick Main & Co., 2001 M St., NW, Washington, 
DC 20036 (202 467-3800)
Bernard A. Finkelstein... Ernst & Whinney, 1300 Huntington Bldg., Cleveland, 
OH 44115 (216 861-5000)
Betty R. Jackson... University of Colorado, CB419, Business School, Boulder, 
CO 80309 (303 492-6621)
Janice M. Johnson.. . BDO Seidman, 15 Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023 
(212 765-7500)
Melbert E. Schwarz... Price Waterhouse, 1801 K St., NW, Ste. 700, Washington, 
DC 20006 (202 296-0800)
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